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Note To Readers
This document contains all three background reports completed
for Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan:
•

Working Chapter #1: Where Are We Now?

•

Working Chapter #2: Where Do We Want to Go?

•

Working Chapter #3: How Do We Get There?

An Executive Summary of the Municipal Cultural Plan is
available under separate cover, providing a more succinct account
of the plan’s background, process, findings and recommendations.
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Introduction
The City of Kenora has embarked on a cultural planning process
in order to understand its cultural assets, to create a vision and
goals for their development, and to provide an action plan to
achieve the goals.
Municipal cultural planning has been gaining ground across
Ontario and nationally as a means for communities to take stock
of their local cultural resources, to develop ways of supporting
and celebrating them, and to better integrate culture into
municipal decision-making processes across all departments.
This first part of the Municipal Cultural Plan has been prepared
as a background piece. It is intended to be a summary of the
planning context and current conditions in Kenora.
This document addresses three key questions which set the
context for cultural development in Kenora:
• What has contributed to making Kenora a special place?
• What is the City of Kenora (and its partners) currently doing
to plan its future?
• What are the present cultural assets in the community?
This chapter explores each of these questions in turn, through
a community cultural narrative and profile, local and regional
policy review, and summary of assets. (The full inventory of
assets is provided as an Appendix.) Together they aim to tell the
story of ‘Where We Are Now’ in Kenora’s cultural and community
development.

Next Steps
A second working chapter will follow, covering “Where Do We
Want to Go?”. The content of that document will report on the
findings of a community consultation process with City staff,
stakeholders, and the public, leading to a Vision for Cultural
Development in Kenora.
An implementation plan describing “How Do We Get There?”
will then be produced, setting tasks, assigning responsibilities for
fulfillment, and proposing a means of monitoring progress.
The last step will bring together the working chapters into a
final report: a Municipal Cultural Plan for the City of Kenora, a
blueprint for cultural development over the next 5-10 years.
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Kenora is joining many municipalities
in Ontario and elsewhere in the
country that are increasingly
recognizing culture’s role as one
of the four pillars of community
sustainability.
Culture is a pillar of community
sustainability which:
• Contributes to the social pillar by
building social cohesion, personal
fulfillment, health and wellness and
prospects for youth.
• Contributes to the economic
pillar through business attraction,
tourism, and by stimulating urban
and real estate development.
• Contributes to the environmental
pillar through retention of both
built and natural heritage.

Importance of a Municipal
Cultural Plan for Kenora
Kenora is at a key moment of its
development. With strategic plans
in place that involve a shift in the
economic base and sense of identity,
and a number of raw cultural
resources, the time is right for a
cultural plan.
The Municipal Cultural Plan will enable
the City to capitalize on its existing
resources and identify opportunities
for new directions for culture and
improving quality of life.
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Why a Municipal Cultural Plan?

Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan

The City of Kenora is creating a municipal cultural plan in order
to define cultural development goals and priorities and to explore
how culture can be better integrated in planning across Municipal
departments.

The completed Municipal Cultural Plan
is intended to:
• Document: local values and
characteristics including local
cultural identity; existing public
policies; and an inventory of current
activities in the cultural sphere as
well as the places where cultural
activities currently occur
• Develop a local action plan for
cultural development and an
integrated framework for local
cultural planning
• Develop a vision for culture in
Kenora
• Prepare a mission statement to
achieve the vision
• Recommend the organizational
frameworks and resources required
to achieve the vision
• Provide a course of action for cultural
development
• Allow for measurement and
monitoring of achievement

The timing is right for Kenora, given that the City has recently
completed strategic plans including its Official Plan review. The
completed Municipal Cultural Plan will offer an additional lens
guiding future planning initiatives.
The Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture defines
cultural planning as a “place-based approach to planning and
development. It is a process for identifying and leveraging a
community’s cultural resources, strengthening the management
of those resources, and integrating those resources across all
facets of local planning and decision making.”
In other words, a municipal cultural plan works hand in hand
with a community’s other policies in the social, economic and
environmental arena to strengthen the community as a whole.
As a process, cultural planning can work to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote civic engagement
Strengthen community identity
Promote better understanding of culture
Support growth of the cultural sector
Create links from culture to other civic goals
Demonstrate link between culture and economic
development
• Help build consensus to move community goals ahead
toward realization
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What Do We Mean by ‘Culture’?
Culture has both a broad societal context, and a specific set of
manifestations (e.g., arts).
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)’s definition reflects the former:
“… the spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features that
characterize a society… not only the arts and letters, but also the modes
of life… value systems, traditions…”.
More specifically, however, and in the context of cultural planning,
culture can be described in terms of its manifestations in activities and
places in the following disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing Arts
Visual Arts
Crafts
Heritage
Design Arts
Communications Media
Electronic Arts
Civic Arts
Literary Arts

Culture also encompasses a range of modes of participation, from
creator to casual observer.
Participating in culture can be:
• Inventive: involving the act of creation (e.g. writing a book or a play,
painting or drawing, composing music)
• Interpretive: adds value to pre-existing works (e.g. staging a play,
performing)
• Curatorial: selecting, organizing, collecting (e.g. developing a
museum collection or putting together an art gallery exhibit)
• Observational: participation in selected experiences (e.g. attending
a play or concert)
• Ambient: art that “happens to you” (e.g. public art such as murals,
natural landscapes and architecture)
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The following is a generic list of the types of cultural activities we will seek to understand and leverage
through the cultural planning process. This list is meant as a framework only-- not all of these activities and
spaces will necessarily be available or present in Kenora, and other activites and places not listed here may
be among Kenora’s offerings.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Performing Arts
• Spoken Word Theatre
• Musical Theatre & Opera
• Dance & Mime
• Circus & Magic
• Classical Music of all World
Cultures
• Folk Music of all World Cultures
• Non-classical & New Music
Communications Media
• Radio Broadcasting
• TV Broadcasting
• Webcasting & Blogging
• Publishing & Print Media
Literary Arts
• Fiction
• Poetry
• Non-fiction
• Storytelling

Heritage
• Natural Heritage
• Built Heritage
• Material Heritage
• Folkloric Arts
Electronic Arts
• Film
• Video
• Audio
• New Media
• Digital & Animation
Visual Arts
• Painting & Drawing
• Sculpture & Installation
• Printmaking
• Photography
• Performance Art
• Conceptual & Interdisciplinary

Crafts
• Textiles & Fabric
• Glass
• Stone
• Metal
• Wood
• Mixed Media
Civic Arts
• Public Art
• Urban Design
Festivals & Events
• Civic
• Independent
Design Arts
• Graphics
• Industrial Design
• Architecture
• Landscape

CULTURAL PLACES
Performing Arts
• Concert Halls
• Playhouses
• Lyric Theatres
• Recital Halls
• Amphitheatres & Outdoor
Performing Spaces
• Teaching & Rehearsal Studios
• Community Centres, Schools &
Worship Centres
• Restaurant/Pub/Cafe
Communications Media
• Broadcast Studios
• Newspaper & Magazine
Publishers
Literary Arts
• Bookstores
• Libraries
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Heritage
• Public Archives
• Cultural Centres
• Museums
• Heritage Properties
• Historic Sites & Monuments

Crafts
• Artisan Studios
• Artisan Studio & Stores
• Retail Stores
• Artisan-Run Nonprofit Galleries
• Teaching Studios

Electronic Arts
• Cinemas
• Digital Production Facilities
• Film, Video, Audio Recording
Studios

Civic Arts
• Public Art Sites
• Vistas & Streetscapes
• Public Parks & Gardens

Visual Arts
• Commercial Art Galleries
• Artist-Run Nonprofit Galleries
• Public Art Galleries
• Artist Studios
• Teaching Studios

Design Arts
• Graphic Design Studios
• Web Design Studios
• Industrial Design Studios
• Architectural Design Offices
• Landscape Design Offices

COMMUNITY CULTURAL NARRATIVE
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Community Cultural Narrative
Why is This Place Here?
We live in a globalized world where the same
retailers sell the same brands everywhere.

Tunnel Island within the municipal bounds of
present-day Kenora is one of several ancient sacred
sites.

Yet, within this globalized environment every
community is different because of the nature of
its physical place and the character of the society
which has been formed in it over time.

There is evidence demonstrating that settlement in
the Kenora area has been continuous for over 9,000
years. The Laurel people (2,200 BP to 1,200 BP)
were superseded by the Late Woodland Blackduck,
who greeted Radisson and Gorseilliers in 1660.

In order to give the cultural plan value and
meaning for the future, we begin by identifying
some of the broad narrative themes which underlie
Kenora’s story.

By 1775, the Ojibwe lived across all of present-day
northwest Ontario and their presence extended
westward to present-day Regina. Keewatin was an
ancient Ojibwe campsite.

In the Beginning: The Natural Environment

Ojibwe culture exhibited a rich mythology and
closely knit social structure expressed through
rituals, music, stories and art using hieroglyphs on
birch bark scrolls. Refined handcrafted items for
both ceremonial and practical use were produced.

Rock and Water

Kenora is situated at the north end of the Lake of
the Woods in a unique landscape that is made up
of 2.7 billion year old volcanic rock formations,
among the oldest on earth. These granite and
greenstone formations are rich in minerals – gold,
beryl, mica, feldspar, iron, cobalt and more.
The recession of the Laurentide ice sheet some
13,000 years ago created an archipelago of some
14,500 islands within the shores of the Lake of the
Woods and thousands of other lakes in the region.
This rocky landscape around Kenora is further
characterized by a covering of Boreal forest,
meadows, and wetlands.
Unique Geographic Setting

Kenora is situated in a unique geographic setting
at the meeting of three ecoregions: the Great Lakes
basin, the Boreal forest, and the western Prairie.
First Peoples and Sacred Places

For the first peoples, the land was created by the
Great Spirit, Gitche Manitou. The land and the life
which it supported was a sacred gift.
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Ojibwe culture promoted excellence in all things
through diligent study and the development of
good character. The strength of their society
enabled them to control their own affairs, especially
their trade.
Ancient Routes

Since time immemorial, the trails and waterways
of the Lake of the Woods region have been part of
continental routes for travel and trade.
A Land Rich in Resources

Throughout time, settlement was possible and was
supported by the abundance of the area: waters
teeming with fish; fowl and fur-bearing animals in
the forest; wild rice in the wetlands.
The land was also a source of herbalist medicine
for the first peoples who understood and used
the healing properties of many roots, stems, bark,
leaves and seeds.
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Opening of the West – 1650 to 1850
Pre-Confederation Waterways and Trade Routes

For centuries, Lake of the Woods had been at the
hub of a continental trade and communications
network of rivers and trails running to the west,
south and east. Access to trade and an abundant
food supply contributed to lasting settlement by
First Nations.
Explorers and Fur Traders

In the quest by Europeans for the “western sea,”
Lake of the Woods was situated on the only
route that linked east to west. The area figures
prominently in the fur trade network and the rise
of the Hudson’s Bay Company – one of the world’s
oldest corporations. Trade was made possible by
the brutal life of the voyageurs.

Resource Extraction and Industrial Expansion –
1850 to 1914
Processing Power

Water flowing through the east and west branches
of the Winnipeg River in Kenora provided a ready
source of power for processing resources. Early
mills ran directly on water power. The first hydroelectric power was produced in 1892.
Timber

The first sawmill for processing timber into lumber
opened in 1879. Over 1.5 million board feet of
lumber was cut in the first year. Seven sawmills
were operating within a decade.
Minerals and Metals

Gold was first discovered in the region in 1850. By
1893, 20 mining companies were operating in the
area on 100 sites. Small scale mining continued for
decades.
Milling and Processing

Water power was supplemented by hydro-electric
power with the construction of the Norman Dam
and the electric power plant on the Winnipeg
River.
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Flour mills were established (Lake of the Woods
Milling Company, Maple Leaf Flour Company).
Lake of the Woods Milling Company (Five Roses
Flour brand) operated 67 grain elevators in western
Canada.
Impact on Natural Resources

Over-fishing decimated the sturgeon fishery and
fishing declined overall. Fur trapping declined.
Eventually, large-scale commercial fishing ceased.

Early Post-Confederation Life
Treaty Signing

Treaty #3 was signed October 3, 1873 at the
Northwest Angle, formalizing the spatial and other
parameters for co-existence of First Nations and
settlers on shared land.
Urban Settlement

The Hudson Bay Company established a post in
1861. The Village of Keewatin was incorporated as
a Manitoba town in 1877. The HBC surveyed lots
for “Rat Portage” in 1878 which was incorporated
(also as a Manitoba town) in 1882. Rat Portage
became an Ontario town in 1889. The Village
of Norman was incorporated in 1892. The
amalgamated Kenora was established in 1905 with
a total population of 5,000.
Transportation and Communications

Steam powered boats were transporting lumber,
freight and passengers by the 1880s and local boat
building shops were established.
The arrival of the trans-continental Canadian
Pacific rail line in 1886 with regular freight and
passenger service year round caused a dramatic
change. People and goods flowed into town.
Lumber milling now increased to serve distant
markets.
Tourism, a new industry promoted by the CPR,
brought vacationing Winnipeggers to Lake of the
Woods. Distinctive “camps” comprising large and
stylish residences with all amenities proliferated.
Summer residents in search of healthy living
increased the seasonal population and economy.
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Summer residents brought different lifestyles to
the area with sailing regattas, outboard motors,
and rowing. Lake of the Woods Yacht Club was
established in 1903 – later becoming Royal Lake of
the Woods Yacht Club.
The Tourist Hotel (later known as the Kenricia)
was built in 1907. Fishing camps were developed to
serve outdoor tourists.
Turn of the Century Urban Consolidation

As growth proceeded, hotels and inns rose to
accommodate the work force. Retail businesses
were set up. Kenora was a frontier town – noisy,
booming and disorderly.
Prosperity brought new urban order in this
period. Civic services such as the post office and
fire departments arrived. Schools, hospitals and
churches were established in buildings constructed
for these purposes. Places of entertainment were
built and touring artists arrived. Sports teams and
leagues were organized. Local phone service began
in 1907. The era of the saw mills ended about 1900.

War/Depression/War – 1914 to 1945
Transportation and Communications

The first highway from Winnipeg arrived in 1932,
increasing the local economy. With the link to the
Trans-Canada Highway in 1943, transcontinental
rail and roads both ran through Kenora – again
linking the east and the west.
Milling and Processing

A licence was granted to cut vast areas of land in
the region and a paper mill was opened in 1922.
The paper mill became the main industry.
By 1941, there were 7,745 people in Kenora and
1,481 people in Keewatin.
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Post-War Boom – 1945 to 1970
Industry in Transition

The last of the flour mills burned down and was
not replaced. Kenora was no longer an efficient site
for milling grain. Boat building declined. The pulp
mill continued. Tourism rose as an industry.
In 1961, the population of Kenora had risen to
10,904 and the population of Keewatin was at
2,197.

Rise of Conserver Society and Globalization —
1970 to Present
Rediscovering Sacredness of the Land

Commercial fishing all but disappears. The Land
Use Inventory starts the movement to protect the
environment. The Living Land Use Strategy is
developed. Globally rare grasslands and insects are
discovered. Provincially rare plants and threatened
species are identified. Significant bird populations
use the habitat; both eastern and western birds are
identified. There is new interest in the boreal forest
habitat which is home to numerous animals.
Industrial Change

Investment by multi-nationals is made in new
pulp and paper mills and sawmills most of which
are then closed for good in the 2000s. (However,
Kenora is still home to the largest timber strand
mill.)
Community Consolidation

Utility infrastructure (water) improvements
are completed and expanded. Health care and
recreation infrastructure is further developed. A
new public works yard is built, and the old public
works yard becomes home to big box retail. New
retail supports amalgamated Kenora as a regional
service centre. Proactive planning to reposition the
community begins.

2
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THEMES IN KENORA’S CULTURAL NARRATIVE
Ancient Origins
Kenora is a place whose ancient landscape and human
origins are still a part of daily life.
Link between East and West
Kenora is the point where Canada’s east and west meet.
‘A Natural Attraction’
Kenora is ‘a natural attraction,’ situated on famous Lake
of the Woods and in the Canadian Shield and Boreal
Forest. It is rich in resources and is home to many rare
plants, birds, and other species.
Co-Existence of Two Cultures
European and Aboriginal cultures share the land and a
history.
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Cottagers and Residents
Kenora also has a resident population and a summer
resident population—the influx of cottagers in the
warm months is part of the cycle of seasons in Kenora.
Cycles of Resource Extraction
Kenora’s has always had a resource-based economy, and
has had to continually reinvent itself as a community
in response to industry cycles. Today the community is
learning to use resources differently.
The Legacy of Place Remains
Kenora is finding its future in the uniqueness of its place.

Community Profile
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Community Profile: Kenora Today
The previous section tells the story of Kenora’s social and industrial past from its earliest days. This profile
describes the demographic makeup of Kenora today – including residents, summer residents and tourists.

Population and Demographics
Overview and Population Size

The city of Kenora (population 15,177) lies two
hours east of Winnipeg on famous Lake of the
Woods.
The city plays a role as a service centre for the
surrounding communities within Kenora District,
including Minaki, Sioux Narrows/Nestor Falls, and
9 First Nation communities. While Kenora District
is a large geographic area comprising nearly 40%
of Ontario’s landmass and with a population of
64,419, the City of Kenora is generally understood
to service about 25,000, including the local
population.
The resident population of the city of Kenora
declined 4.2% between 2001 and 2006, following
a longer trend, and in the wake of significant job
losses in the forestry industry.
Age Profile

The median age in Kenora is 42, above the Ontario
average of 39.
Significant age categories are 10-19 (15%) and 4059 (33%).
Income Profile

Kenora residents have a median family income
somewhat higher than average at $73,768 before
taxes (compared to Ontario median of $69,156),
with household income on par with the Ontario
average at approximately $60,000.
Aboriginal Identity

Individuals who identify as First Nation, Métis or
Inuit make up a significant segment (16%, or about
2,365) of Kenora’s population.
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Immigration and Social Mobility Patterns

There is a very low proportion of immigrants in
Kenora—only 5% were born outside Canada. Of
these, 88% have been in Canada at least 15 years.
There are also very few visible minorities in the
community (less than 1%).
Kenora is a relatively stable community—91% of
residents lived in the community in the 5 years
prior to the Census being undertaken; and 98%
lived in the community in the year previous to the
Census. That compares to 92% (5-year) and 95%
(1-year) retention rates within a municipality as
Ontario averages.
Education and Employment

About 45% of Kenora residents 15 years and older
hold a post-secondary certificate, diploma or
degree. About 15-20% of residents in any given
adult age group hold university degrees, while 2023% have a college diploma.
About 66% of those 15+ are in the labour force
and the strongest sectors are retail, health care and
social services, and other services.
Many of the city’s top employers are institutional
and public, including:
• Lake of the Woods District Hospital (460
employees)
• District of Kenora Home for the Aged (264
employees)
• City of Kenora (247 employees)
• Kenora Patricia Child & Family Services
(138 employees)

Community Profile
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The top private employers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iLevel by Weyerhaeuser
Walmart
Canada Safeway
Zellers
Canadian Tire
KMTS/Bell Aliant/Northern Tel
Shaw Cable
CP Rail
Moncrief Construction

Physical Mobility and Getting to Work

A relatively high proportion (10%) of Kenora
residents walk or cycle to work.
Based on the 2006 census, 5% work from home; 8%
have no fixed workplace address (e.g. contractors,
landscapers), and 87% have a usual place of work.
The vast majority (95%) of Kenora residents both
live and work in the community. The median
distance to travel to work is 3km, with 67% of
workers having a 5km or less commuting distance
to work.

Seasonal Resident Profile
For many decades, the Kenora area has been a
seasonal draw for cottagers and other tourists. In
the high season of July and August, the population
of the community more than doubles. Seasonal
residents are significant contributors to the local
economy.
There are approximately 4,000 cottages in the
Kenora area, 400 of which fall within the City’s tax
base.
Cottagers are predominantly from Manitoba, and
many have been coming to the Kenora area to
spend their summers for generations.
A survey conducted in 2004 revealed that part-time
summer residents average 80 days per year at their
Lake of the Woods cottage, while part-time winter
residents average 20 days per year.
A healthy proportion (16%) of members of the
Lake of the Woods District Property Owners
Association intended to retire in Kenora.
In addition to participating in recreational and
water-based activities, by all accounts, summer
residents participate actively in the life of the
community, attending outdoor events and
shopping and dining in the downtown core.
They also give generously to Lake of the Woods
area charities, an average of $500/year.
The total economic contribution of seasonal
residents to the Lake of the Woods area was
estimated at $85 million in 2003.
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Tourism Profile
Number and Provenance of Visitors

Note: Detailed tourism data are only available at the
District level.
In 2008, there were 717,000 visits to Kenora
District, the majority (83%) of which were
overnight. (This includes visits by cottagers,
whose stays make up half of all person-nights to
the District.)
Visitors come mainly from Manitoba and other
Canadian provinces (41%), followed by the U.S.
(33%) and Ontario (26%), with only 0.5% being
from overseas.
The key visitor markets are in:
• Winnipeg (42% of the Top 10 places of
residence of visitors)
• Minnesota (16% of Top 10)
• Kenora District (13% of the Top 10)
• Toronto (7% of the Top 10)
• Thunder Bay (6% of the Top 10)
Other visitors are from Illinois, Wisconsin, Rainy
River District, Ohio, and Waterloo Regional
Municipality.
Purpose of Visit

Most travel to Kenora is for leisure (67%), with
Visiting Friends & Relatives another significant
category (27%). Business and personal travel is
minimal (1% and 4% of all visits, respectively).

Length of Stay and Accommodation

The average length of stay is 4.3 days, with various
categories of travelers staying an average of 3-7
days. Most stay in private homes, cottages and
cabins (46% of person-nights), as well as in roofed
accommodation.
Seasonal Difference

As in many communities, spring and summer
represent the high season for tourism. A full 50%
of all visits occur in Q3 (July-September) and 33%
take place in Q2 (April-June). Q4 follows (12%)
and Q1 has the lowest visitation at just 5% of all
visits.
Main Activities and Spending

Kenora visitors are a highly active group. They are
most likely to participate in outdoor sports and
activities, especially boating, fishing and golfing
during their stay. Most tourism operators in
the area offer activities such as angling, boating,
hunting and guiding. Visiting provincial/national
parks, historic sites and museums/art galleries are
the next most popular activities.
On average, each person-visit generates $288 in
spending, which increases to $337 for overnight
visits. U.S. travelers spend the most, and those
from other Canadian provinces (primarily
Manitoba) spend the least.
The main spending categories are: accommodation,
food/beverage, vehicle operations, and
entertainment/recreation.

Party Size and Characteristics

The average party size is 1.7, and the average age
of a traveler is 47.8 (slightly higher for overnight
stays). About 20% of parties travel with children.

OBSERVATIONS ON COMMUNITY PROFILE
•
•
•
•

Relatively small population
Large visitor and cottage population in the summer
Public and institutional employers
Strong aboriginal influence
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• Many leisure and outdoor activities
• High level of connection with Manitoba
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Governance and Administration of Culture
Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan will make recommendations on how to better support, invest in and foster
cultural activity in the city, as well as increase integration of culture across municipal departments. This
section describes the current situation with regard to administration, organization and funding of culture by
municipal and other local bodies.

Municipal
Kenora’s cultural services are provided primarily through
the Department of Community Services, which includes the
Recreation Centres, the Museum, and Daycare services; and the
Kenora Public Libraries.
Similar to other communities of Kenora’s size, there is no cultural
coordinator or Department of Culture.
The Community Services Manager has responsibility for
Museum, Recreation and Daycare services.
The Lake of the Woods Museum has 3 full-time employees
(Director, Museum Educator, Finance/Temporary Exhibit
Coordinator). Annual museum visitorship averages around
12,000.
The Recreation division employs 18 full-time and 10 parttime employees, some of whom participate in special events
organization in addition to recreational duties.
The Kenora Public Library Board employs a Head Librarian,
Assistant Head Librarian, 4 full-time and two part-time library
assistants, as well as 5 temporary students. There are 12,224
Library cardholders as of February 2011—equivalent to 8
memberships for every 10 City of Kenora residents.
The Lake of the Woods Development Commission employs an
Economic Development Officer and a Tourism Development
Officer and also has responsibility for the Northwest Business
Centre. There are also two interns and summer students as
approved by Council annually.
Heritage Kenora, a municipal heritage committee, is appointed by
Council to advise on matters related to heritage designation. The
committee also administers the City’s Community Improvement
Plan for the Harbourtown Centre.
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What does the Municipality
currently invest in cultural
activities and facilities?
Gross Expenditures 2010
• Kenora Library: $530,802
• Lake of the Woods Museum: $216,927
• Special Events & Festivals*: $193,377
Total: approximately $940,000 in 2010
*Note: Municipally-run special events are
currently in transition and will become
a responsibility of the Lake of the Woods
Development Commission in 2011

What do other local funding
sources invest in cultural activities
and facilities?
The Kenora and Lake of the Woods
Regional Community Foundation and
LOWBIC provide additional sources
of funding for local cultural initiatives
totalling approximately $40,000 in 20092010. (See next page for details).
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Regional
District Services Board

The Kenora District Services Board is responsible
for the management and delivery of the following
social programs throughout the District of Kenora:
Ontario Works, Early Learning & Care/Child Care,
Social Housing, and Land Ambulance.
The Kenora District Services Board is not involved
in distribution of funding or providing leadership
in cultural development.
Regional Tourism Organization (RTO)

The new RTO for Northwestern Ontario has
responsibility for promoting tourism assets across
the region, including cultural assets.

Community
Kenora and Lake of the Woods Regional
Community Foundation

The Kenora and Lake of the Woods Regional
Community Foundation funds a variety of
community initiatives and projects.
In 2009, a total of $46,400 was distributed by
the Kenora and Lake of the Woods Community
Foundation. About one-fifth of this amount
($9,500) went to cultural activities including:
•
•
•
•

Harbourfront Concert Series - $3,000
TryLight Theatre - $2,500
Kenora Public Library - $2,000
Lake of the Woods Museum - $2,000

Lake of the Woods Business Incentive Corp

The Lake of the Woods Business Incentive Corp
(LOWBIC) is a CFDC (Community Futures
Development Corporation) funded by FedNor to
serve local businesses and communities.
Over the past several years, LOWBIC has received
an additional $75,000 per year from FedNor,
known as the Local Initiatives Fund. The funding
is used to provide support for a range of local
community economic development projects in the
area, a great number of which are cultural projects.
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2010 recipients for culture-related initiatives were:
• Keewatin Figure Skating Club: $5,000
• Harbour Front Concert Series: $3,500
• Keewatin “Homecoming/Heritage
Committee”: $5,000
• CPR Museum - Railway “DAZE”
Committee: $3,000
• Kenora Harbourtown BIZ (Celebrate
Summer): $5,000
• Harbourfest Committee 2010: $5,000
• Word Fest Fall 2010 Committee: $1,400
• Lake of the Woods Centre for the Arts
Charitable Corp.: $5,000
• City of Kenora - Tourism Kenora (Winter
Carnival): $5,000
Total disbursement on culture-related projects in
2010 was $32,900.
Other Sources of Funding

Several projects with cultural components are
funded through a variety of community sources,
such as (but not limited to) the Lake of the Woods
Hospital Foundation, and the Ministry of Health
Promotion.
Advocacy Groups for Cultural Development

The Lake of the Woods Arts Collective (LOWAC)
serves functions similar to an arts council
elsewhere, such as fostering networking and
collaboration among local artists. It does not
distribute funding.
The Lake of the Woods Centre for the Arts
(LOWCA) is involved in promoting the
development of dedicated arts and cultural space in
the community.
The Lake of the Woods Museum, Lake of the
Woods Historical Society, and the Heritage
Committee of Council mentioned above each
represent distinct aspects of the heritage and
historical interests in the community.
There are many more organizations and agencies
involved in cultural activities and programming.
The cultural inventory provided as an appendix to
this document lists those groups and organizations.
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OBSERVATIONS ON GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
• City of Kenora has dedicated Museum staff
• Kenora Public Libraries is a key cultural agency in
the community
• Similar to other communities of this size, there is no
dedicated cultural department or cultural officer
• Local community foundation and CFDC offer
sources of funding
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• A coordinating body for arts and culture exists in
the Lake of the Woods Arts Collective (LOWAC)
• City has a Heritage Committee and local historical
society

POLICY CONTEXT
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Policy Context
Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan will be a document relevant to the City corporation as a whole and
will serve to increase awareness and strengthen consideration of culture across all facets of Municipal
decision-making and planning. The following policy review draws out culture’s current place in the policy
frameworks of the City of Kenora and its partners.

Strategic Planning
The City of Kenora Corporate Strategic Plan
(Vision 2015: Leading the Way) was created in
September 2010.
The Plan outlines a vision for the City with a
vibrant downtown, strong tourism industry, retail
core and diverse recreational activities bolstered by
the community’s natural beauty and reputation.
Kenora will seek to be a city with strengths in
several areas including arts and culture, diverse and
full employment opportunities, and a role as the
‘leader and cornerstone of Northwestern Ontario’.
The core business of the Municipality is affirmed
in this document regarding its traditional role in
community services such as recreation, museum,
library services and day care; and in economic
development (through the Lake of the Woods
Development Commission), among other roles.
The Plan provides guidance on the nature of the
Municipality’s role in achieving community goals,
noting that its focus should be on assessment
and reporting, communications and marketing,
planning, facilities and infrastructure, customer
service, providing leadership, and the environment.
This suggests a role for the City in providing
leadership for cultural development, providing
facilities, offering marketing and promotion
for cultural assets, support for maintenance of
heritage, and monitoring the progress of the plan’s
implementation.

The City has recently completed an Official Plan
and Zoning By-law Review with the following
vision:
“The City of Kenora shall be an inclusive,
sustainable, four-season lifestyle community with a
healthy economy that welcomes all and respects the
Aboriginal peoples and traditions so that generations
can thrive, prosper, and contribute to meaningful
lives.”
Guiding principles and objectives of the OP are:
• Sustainable development
• Natural environment
• Including protecting natural heritage
features
• Maintaining Tunnel Island as recreational
open space
• Protecting and preserving lands with
historical significance
• Affordable housing
• Diversified economy
• Support existing businesses and attract
range of new employment opportunities
• Tourist destination
• Support development of heritage sector
and preserving important buildings,
landscapes, and elements (e.g. public art)
• Enhance Harbourtown Centre and
downtown and provide access to water
• Recognize and enhance Coney Island for
recreational purposes
• Complete communities
• Improve access to parkland, cultural,
recreational facilities
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• Redevelopment of Abitibi Mill site with
mix of uses
• Neighbourhood design
• Public art and place-making
• Multi-modal transportation system
• Prioritize trails and pathways
• Community and aboriginal engagement
• Recognize cultural values and engage
aboriginal groups within and adjacent to
City’s boundaries
The Harbourtown Centre designation for the
downtown has the objective of promoting the
downtown as a regional commercial, cultural,
and recreational centre, as well as encouraging
the development of major office buildings, hotels,
convention facilities, etc.
Natural heritage and cultural heritage sections also
appear in the Official Plan.
While not formally adopted, the Kenora
Community Strategy resulted from an indepth community-driven facilitation process for
envisioning Kenora’s collective future, including
both priorities and challenges to overcome.
Arts, culture and heritage were an integral part of
the vision for the community’s future as a diverse,
inclusive and vibrant community.
The visions of the community documented
throughout this process are worth noting,
including a demonstrated interest in:
• Promotion of the specificity of Keewatin and
Anishinaabe culture
• Heritage preservation and development
• Infrastructure for arts practice and teaching,
as well as facilities to enable events and
entertainment opportunities
• Beautification of the community
• Tourism development: Supporting
infrastructure to complement the natural
attraction of the area, with ideas as broad
as interpretive centre, eco tourism, farmers
market and flea market
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• Opportunities for youth
• Attention to sustainable living and access to
the water
• Expansion of information networks
• Support for small business

Economic Development and Tourism
Completed in 2009, the City of Kenora’s most
recent Economic Development Plan represents
an update of the 2006 plan. It also incorporates
the directions identified in the City’s first Tourism
Strategy, completed in 2008.
The key objectives of the Economic Development
Plan are job retention and creation, increased
assessment, and population retention and
attraction.
Several strategies are outlined in the plan, including
the following most relevant to the current exercise:
• Business Investment & Attraction
• Includes campaigns promoting attraction
and retention of youth, cottagers and
retirees, a government and business
attraction strategy, local business retention
and expansion.
• Tourism Development & Marketing
• Includes development of a four-season
marketing plan, infrastructure & product
development, training & hospitality and
events. The infrastructure & product
development includes implementation of
the downtown revitalization plan, public
art, and trails.
• Downtown Revitalization
• Implementing Phases II-IV of Downtown
Revitalization Plan; Façade improvement
and sign replacement program (CIP);
protecting and enhancing downtown
heritage buildings; supporting development
of a performing arts conference/convention
centre; sign bylaw; enhancing special
events
• First Nations Partnerships
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• Economic & Tourism Infrastructure
• Including downtown revitalization project
and waterfront development; performing
arts centre
The 2009/2010 priorities include a Performing
arts/conference centre and the Lake of the Woods
Discovery Centre (now under construction).
The report mentions the existence of a municipal
Performing Arts Centre committee (now working
collaboratively with the Lake of the Woods Centre
for the Arts organization).
The Tourism Strategy which informed the
Economic Development Plan also cited the
following as primary goals:
• Developing and expanding special events
• Supporting the development of the heritage
sector in order to meet visitor expectations.
• Recommendations for a four season
marketing plan include development of a
single event calendar
The Business and Industry Strategic Market
Analysis (2009) identifies clusters with strong
potential to pursue for business development.
Tourism (e.g. destination hotel/resort, waterfront,
tour operator, performing arts centre, interpretive
centre) is listed among the key opportunities.
(Education, manufacturing/forestry, mining,
health, construction and property development,
energy, and social housing are the others.)
The Economic Recovery and Diversification
Strategy (2008) was prepared for the provincial
and federal governments and presents a package
of a broad range of initiatives which would help to
catalyze Kenora’s economic recovery.
The report outlines the current lack of tourism
related infrastructure—things to see and do
in Kenora. There is a lack of arts and cultural
experiences and heritage exhibitions aimed at the
visitor market.
The initiatives proposed fall into the following
categories, most of which are directly related to
cultural pursuits:
• Public parks and open green spaces
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• Downtown revitalization and waterfront
development
• Destination attraction
• Private-public sector partnership
opportunities
• Facilitation and support projects
Tunnel Island is described as a potential national
heritage site, representing the interrelationships
between First Nations and European settlers, and
the area’s role in Canada’s development.
Downtown revitalization initiatives include the ‘Big
Spruce’, and the Keewatin Waterfront Development
Project. The planning underway for a performing
arts and conference centre is mentioned.
It is also noted that there is potential in many as yet
under-developed tourist attractions drawing on the
community’s history, such as: mines, POW camps,
shipwrecks, and trading posts.
The City of Kenora is currently participating
in Mapping Northwestern Ontario’s Tourism
Assets, a regional cultural asset inventorying
project led by the City of Dryden. The project
will identify cultural resources on a regional level
and in a second stage the intention is to produce a
web-based application allowing access to a map of
resources.

Urban Planning
Several specific urban design guidelines and plans
have been developed, particularly for Kenora’s
Harbourtown.
Building on the Downtown Revitalization Plan
(2004), which was concerned with improving
the appearance of publicly owned land in
Harbourtown, the Harbourtown CIP (2007)
was developed in order to describe the financial
incentives needed to encourage private investment
and was intended to target existing buildings and
properties rather than new development.
The stated objectives of the CIP refer to principles
of urban design and need to create an image of
the City in keeping with the particular historic
character and heritage of the community, and to
position the Harbourfront as a shopping, dining
and sightseeing destination.
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Various incentive programs were developed
targeting planning & design, building façade,
signage, landscaping and property improvement,
heritage buildings and application fees.
Public works and partnership opportunities
for street lighting, streetscape improvements,
wayfinding, and landscaping improvements are
also outlined.
The goal of the Waterfront Development
Guidelines (2009), focused on downtown Kenora,
Norman and Keewatin, is to:
“protect and promote a vision of Kenora’s waterfront
that is beautiful, based on local values, publicly
accessible, and strengthens the City of Kenora’s image
as a vibrant year round community and a major
tourist destination.”
The report encourages creation of a design review
committee for the waterfront.
Objectives of the Plan relate to ensuring strong
urban design principles are upheld, that there
is regard for existing buildings and heritage
stock; that new buildings are designed in a
complementary fashion.
Public accessibility (including views to/from
the water) is a high priority underlying these
guidelines.
Landscaping with native vegetation is also
encouraged.
Kenora’s Downtown Architectural Guidelines
(2008) set out principles for new construction
and renovation of existing buildings in downtown
Kenora.
This document is intended as a supplement to
the Waterfront Design Guidelines and covers
storefront and façade guidelines, construction and
additions, massing (e.g. block elements, detached
buildings, height, accessibility, configuration,
mixed use configuration) and materials.

Culture and Recreation
The City recently completed a Major Recreation
Facility Strategy. The study looked at the range
of facilities under City ownership following
amalgamation and made recommendations
for achieving efficiencies and consistency in
the operation and management of recreational
facilities, namely indoor arenas, clubs, ball
diamonds and tennis courts.
The report also noted several current trends in
leisure including offering of cultural activities.
The recently completed Beaches, Parks & Trails
Development Project Concept Report identifies
these amenities as key infrastructure initiatives
which support Kenora’s transition to a destination
community. The report also looks at improvements
to the Keewatin Business Area.
Several initiatives proposed in the report are
culture related including:
• Redevelopment of Anicinabe Park Camp
Office to accommodate small performances
and interpretive programs
• New stage at Anicinabe Park – to include
performance space and informal seating
• Amphitheatre including covered stage and a
capacity of 200-1,000 at Coney Island
• New bandshell at Coney Island Park
• Improvements to existing bandshell at Beatty
Park
The Vision for the Strategy as a whole includes:
• Establishing a trail and cycling network in
Kenora
• Enhancing on-road cycling facilities, trails and
pathways which connect residents and visitors
of all ages and abilities to Kenora’s exciting
attractions
The City of Kenora has commissioned several
Performing Arts Centre studies in the past
decade, the most recent of which were completed
in 2002 and 2007.
The 2002 report recommended the construction
of a new facility of approximately 500-600
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seats. Office and storage space was also cited
as important due to the dispersed nature of
existing organizations and lack of facilities. The
proposed management model was ownership by
the Keewatin-Patricia District School Board with
operation of the Community Learning Centre by
KPDSB. Operation of the PAC was to be managed
jointly by a board of directors and the School
Board.
The 2007 report considers the need and
opportunity for six components in downtown
Kenora: a Performing Arts Centre, conference
facility, a hotel, retail, residential, public realm
improvements, building on the 2004 Downtown
Revitalization Plan.
The recommended approach is that of a performing
arts centre with privately-run adjoining boutique
hotel (with limited meeting and conference space)
with capacity to host meetings up to 250-300.
The Lake of the Woods Centre for the Arts
Committee (LOWCA) was formed in 2010, joining
forces with the existing Community Auditorium
Committee of the Municipality. LOWCA held
a brainstorming session in November 2010 to
identify the building elements they felt were
necessary for a successful ‘Arts and Learning’
Centre.
The desired components included technical
design concepts (e.g. accessibility, hotel or dorm
on site); conceptual design concepts (e.g. public/
private partnership, inclusive and culturally
representative); dynamic lobby; multi-use studios
and support spaces (e.g. gallery, computer lab,
jam rooms, dance space); functional backstage;
educational capacity; and state of the art
audiovisual and IT.

Regional Initiatives
Growth Plan for Northern Ontario (2011)

The Growth Plan for Northern Ontario contains
strategies for growth in the region in a 25-year
timeframe.
Key areas of focus for the Plan include
aboriginal partnerships, training and education,
and providing the infrastructure (energy,
transportation, communication, social) required to
support strong and vibrant communities.
Arts and cultural industries and the Tourism
sector are considered to play an important role in
Northern Ontario’s future prosperity. The Plan
notes that the North has a competitive advantage
due to its “unique history, culture and natural
environment,” including the history and culture
of Aboriginal peoples, the opportunity to connect
with nature, and the ability to enjoy what vibrant
and diverse urban communities have to offer.
The Plan “[e]ncourage[s] regions and communities
to undertake cultural planning that identifies
opportunities for promoting tourism, including
Aboriginal niche tourism opportunities...”
It also promotes efforts by the Province, industry,
and relevant partners to grow and diversify the arts,
culture and creative industries sector, specifically
by:
• Creating opportunities for cultural and
artistic expression, particularly among
youth
• Promoting incentives for film, television and
interactive digital media; including postsecondary education and training programs
in digital media
• Expanding access to information and
communications technology infrastructure
in order to address the needs of businesses,
organizations and individuals
• Celebrating the unique histories and
cultures of the peoples of Northern Ontario
On the whole this Plan provides a solid framework
of support for cultural development in all its facets
in Northern Ontario communities like Kenora.
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OBSERVATIONS ON POLICY CONTEXT
This is the first municipal cultural plan for Kenora.
Since the Downtown Revitalization Plan (2004) and the
Economic Development Plan (2006), there has been a
flurry of municipal policy development and initiatives,
many of which require and support increased local
cultural development.
Broadly speaking, the existing policy context
demonstrates that:
• Culture is viewed as a key component in community
sustainability and in a vision for the future of Kenora
• There is recognition of culture’s role in economic
development broadly
• Linkages between culture and tourism are
established in the Tourism Strategy
• Significant support exists for heritage preservation
and interpretation
• Natural heritage is an important component of
heritage in the community
• Downtown revitalization, architectural guidelines
and waterfront guidelines are in place, with
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community beautification as an identified priority
• There is support for public art projects (and several
have been undertaken)
• Public spaces and parks, trails and outdoor gathering
spaces are supported
• There is interest in showcasing aboriginal culture in
the community
• Special events are seen as a strategic draw for
tourism
• Arts and culture are viewed as potential partners for
education and training initiatives
• Infrastructure is a high priority; a performing arts
centre/conference facility is a community priority
and has been so for many years
• Kenora’s corporate strategic plan suggests a role
in leadership for cultural development including
promotion and monitoring of plan

CULTURAL ASSETS
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Kenora’s Cultural Assets
A cultural asset inventory is an important part of the background to the Cultural Plan, helping to establish
what’s here now, who the players are, and where cultural activities are practiced.
Full inventories are provided in the Appendix.

Cultural Organizations and Program Providers
Organizational Lens: Who are the Cultural
Programmers in the Community?

There are a number of organizations taking
care of cultural programming within the City of
Kenora. For community festivals and events, the
main program providers are the City of Kenora,
Harbourtown BIZ, Tourism Kenora/Economic
Development Corporation, Lake of the Woods
Museum, and several individual committees.
Municipal
• Lake of the Woods Museum
• Kenora Public Library (Kenora and
Keewatin branches)
• City of Kenora
• Harbourtown BIZ
• Keewatin BIZ
• Tourism Kenora
• Economic Development Commission
• Heritage Kenora
Community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amateur Radio Club
Beta Sigma Phi
Common Ground Committee
Community Arts Hub
Keewatin Seniors Centre
Kenora Association for Community Living
Lake of the Woods Historical Society
Lake of the Woods Ojibway Cultural Centre
Lake of the Woods Quilters Guild
Lake of the Woods Railroad Museum
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lake Wood Carvers
Ancestor Seekers of Kenora
Kenora Scottish Dance
Kenora Métis Council
Kenora Area Health Access Center
Ne Chee Friendship Centre
New Horizons Seniors Centre
TryLight Theatre (First Baptist Church)
Harbourfront Concert Series
Kenora Scottish Pipes and Drums
Lake of the Woods Concert Group
LOWAC
Sunset Country Handbell Ringers
Good Fortune student choir
Kenora District Festival of the Arts
Sunday Smiles Family Entertainment Series
Farmer’s Market
Harbourfest
Kenora Agricultural Fair
Common Ground Research Forum
Kenora and Lake of the Woods Regional
Community Foundation
The Writers Group
Freestylin’ Junkies
Ukrainian Literary Society
Various churches
Various schools

Private/Commercial
• Century Cinema

CULTURAL ASSETS
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• New Wave Dance Project (Hip Hop Kenora)
• K-town Music (Lake of the Woods Heritage
Festivals)
• Northern Sounds & Systems
• The Cornerstone
• Sunset Gallery
• Kenora Bass International
• Kenora Classic Car Festival
• Lake of the Woods International Sailing
Regatta
• Various private music teachers
Disciplinary Lens: What Types of Activities are
Available?

This is in addition to activity that takes place on a
regular basis in community churches, schools, and
in homes.
Festivals
There are at least twenty festivals and special events
within the cultural realm each year, including
Harbourfest, the Winter Carnival, Festival of the
Arts, and the Agricultural Fair.
Heritage
There are several heritage-based activities,
including a Doors Open Kenora tour and a number
of events run by the LOW Historical Society at the
Mather-Walls House.

Visual Arts & Crafts
There are several craft and visual arts organizations
that program classes, exhibitions, and meetings.
These include the Lake of the Woods Quilters
Guild, Lake Wood Carvers, Lake of the Woods
Arts Collective, and Sunset Gallery. There is also a
studio tour each year, organized by LOWAC.
Church groups and organizations such as Kenora
Metis Council’s Warmth and Wellness program
knit and donate clothing to people in need (e.g.
hats, mitts, scarves) and teach others these skills.
Performing Arts
There is a hip-hop dance school for youth and
Scottish dancing is offered at the seniors centre.
There is a youth choir and several adult choirs and
barbershop groups. There is also one community
drama group – a church-based company that has
been operating for over 20 years.
Of the performing arts, music has the strongest
presence in Kenora. There are jam sessions and
live acts at 4 local pubs and cafes. BluesFest
during the Winter Carnival in March, the summer
Harbourfront and Lake of the Woods Concert
Series, the Sunday Smiles family-based series, and
the Festival of the Arts in April.
There have also been summer music festivals on
Coney Island, and there are occasional concert
fundraisers.
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Cultural Spaces and Facilities – Where do
Cultural Activities take Place?
Operating and Ownership Lens: Who Runs the
Facilities?

Kenora has a number of cultural buildings,
facilities, and outdoor spaces. The majority are
privately-owned businesses, broken down into the
following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Communications Media (6)
Crafts (30)
Design Arts (8)
Electronic Arts (6)
Heritage (2 privately owned buildings which
are designated)
• Literary Arts (3)
• Performing Arts (5)
• Visual Arts (5)
Three of the local schools and six of the local
churches are used for cultural purposes (mostly
for performing arts, electronic arts, and visual
arts). The most popular facilities are Knox United
Church, which seats 400 and is used for music
concerts and performances, and First Baptist
Church, which has a small theatrical performance

CULTURAL ASSETS
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space in the basement.
Within the nonprofit realm, there are many places
used for cultural purposes. These include the Lake
of the Woods Museum, the Rideout Community
Club, and the KACL Community Arts Hub, as well
as the two Legion halls.

properties, either designated officially or registered.
In addition, there are several significant historic
sites, including the pictographs, Tunnel Island, and
the Lake of the Woods Cemetery. Kenora also has
three museums.
Civic Arts

Of the twenty-four public places, ten of them
are outdoor locations (parks, beaches, public
art, downtown). From those remaining, six are
municipally-run facilities (recreation/community
centres, libraries, arenas, seniors centres). There
are eight designated heritage properties and 18
registered heritage properties.

Kenora is home to many civic spaces that are used
for cultural activities, including parks, beaches,
the harbourfront, and downtown. There is also a
public art initiative being implemented through the
heritage murals downtown.

Disciplinary Lens – What Types of Facilities are
there?

There are two broadcast studios in Kenora – one
radio station and one television station – as well
as four newspaper and magazine publishers. There
are also four graphic and web design studios, two
printing studios, and two architectural design
studios. In addition, there is one movie theatre,
three digital production facilities, and two music
production facilities.

Visual Arts & Crafts
By far, the largest category for cultural places
in Kenora is Crafts and Visual Arts. There are
a number of Artisan Studio & Stores, ranging
from antique re-finishing and custom upholstery
to stained glass, home-made soap, and florists.
There are also retail stores for crafts, gifts, unique
clothing, and jewellery, and a large artisan’s market
in Beatty Park. There is one commercial art gallery,
and four photography studios.
Performing Arts

Communications Media, Design Arts, and Electronic
Arts

Individual Artists and Music Groups

Kenora is home to dozens of practicing artists,
from singers and music groups to visual artists and
authors.

Despite an active music scene, with weekly jam
nights, year-long concert series, music festivals,
and several choirs, there is no dedicated facility for
the performing arts.
Heritage
There are a number of designated heritage

OBSERVATIONS ON KENORA’S CULTURAL ASSET BASE
• Digital production companies
• Heritage properties and three museums
• Few dedicated cultural facilities (Museum and
Library are exceptions)
• Active volunteer base for organizing concert series
and special events
• Vibrant small retail outfits (craft and gift stores,
refinishing and furniture shops, florists, music and
bookstores)
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• Lively music scene with jam nights, festivals and
bands
• Home-based and small office design outfits (e.g.
web design, jewellery design, and architecture)
• Significant natural heritage and built heritage
• Churches and schools are key assets as
organizations and facilities
• Many non-traditional community organizations
involved in cultural programming
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APPENDIX A: References
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chamber of Commerce
City Asset Listing
City of Kenora website
City of Kenora Business Directory
City of Kenora Community Directory
City of Kenora Community Groups Listing
City of Kenora Tourism Financial Statement 2010-2011
Summary of the Economic Impact Survey of LOWDPOA Members, Sue Bruning & Gord Henke,
2003.
Kenora Downtown Revitalization Final Report
Kenora Community Profile 2008
Magical, Mysterious Lake of the Woods, Heather Robertson and Melinda McCracken, 2002-2003.
Performing Arts and Convention Centre and Downtown Opportunity Assessment Report
Performing Arts Centre Study (from 2002)
Stuff Kenora website
Through the Kenora Gateway, Lake of the Woods Writers Group & Kenora Centennial Committee,
1981.
Statistics Canada
Wikipedia
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  Market
Bobbin	
  Lace	
  cra5
Spirit	
  Pole	
  Carving
LOW	
  Quilters	
  Group
Lake	
  Wood	
  Carvers

Best	
  Western	
  Lakeside	
  Inn
BeaBy	
  Park
Keewa>n	
  Seniors	
  Centre
Community	
  Arts	
  Hub
LOW	
  Museum

Movies
Banﬀ	
  Mountain	
  Film	
  Fes>val

Century	
  Cinema
Lakewood	
  School

Ancestor	
  Seekers	
  of	
  Kenora
Cemetery	
  Tours
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Cemetery
Common	
  Ground:	
  A	
  Sharing	
  of	
  Our	
  Stories Best	
  Western	
  Lakeside	
  Inn	
  and	
  
LOW	
  Museum
Doors	
  Open	
  Kenora
Heritage	
  proper>es	
  in	
  town
elders	
  and	
  tradi>onal	
  teachings
Haunted	
  House	
  (with	
  drama	
  classes)
Mather-‐Walls	
  House
Canada	
  Day	
  Celebra>ons
Mather-‐Walls	
  House
Victorian	
  Tea
Mather-‐Walls	
  House
Christmas	
  Events
Mather-‐Walls	
  House
House	
  Tours
Mather-‐Walls	
  House
LOW	
  Ojibway	
  Cultural	
  Centre
Railway	
  Heritage	
  Days	
  
LOW	
  Railway	
  Museum
Living	
  History	
  Tours
dances,	
  children's	
  summer	
  school,	
  food

LOW	
  Museum
Prosvita

Word	
  Weaver's	
  Ink
Mystery	
  Lover's	
  Book	
  Club
Word	
  Café
Wordfest

Community	
  Arts	
  Hub
Kenora	
  Library
Kenora	
  Library
Minis	
  Hall

TRU	
  SKOOL	
  Breakdance	
  baBles
Dance,	
  language	
  and	
  cultural	
  ac>vi>es

Royal	
  Canadian	
  Legion	
  Hall
Harbourfront,	
  Kenora	
  Me>s	
  
Council	
  oﬃces
New	
  Horizons	
  Seniors	
  Centre
New	
  Horizons	
  Seniors	
  Centre

Kenora	
  Sco]sh	
  Dance
Line	
  Dancing
Sunset	
  Country	
  Squares
Hip	
  Hop
Performances
Drama	
  classes
Ladies	
  Barbershop	
  Group
Coney	
  Island	
  “Maybe	
  Annual”	
  Music	
  
Fes>val
Harbourfront	
  Concert	
  Series
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Bethesda	
  Lutheran	
  Church	
  gym
First	
  Bap>st	
  Church

Coney	
  Island	
  Pavilion,	
  Coney	
  
Island	
  Beach
Kenora	
  Harbourfront	
  -‐	
  tent
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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Organizing	
  Body

Descrip2on	
  of	
  Ac2vi2es

Fi5h	
  Avenue	
  Singers
G	
  Clef
Kenora	
  Associa>on	
  for	
  Community	
  Living

Kenora	
  Sco]sh	
  Pipes	
  and	
  Drums
Kenora	
  Strings
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Concert	
  Group

Choir
Choir
Community	
  Hand	
  Drumming
In	
  the	
  Key	
  of	
  Community
Coﬀee	
  House	
  and	
  Jam	
  Night
Rise	
  to	
  the	
  Rhythm
Kenora	
  Sco]sh	
  Pipes	
  and	
  Drums
Kenora	
  Strings
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Concert	
  Series

Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Heritage	
  Fes>vals

BluesFest

Music	
  Men
Northern	
  Sounds	
  &	
  Systems
Sunset	
  Country	
  Handbell	
  Ringers
Good	
  Fortune	
  Choir	
  (Suzanne	
  McIntosh)
The	
  Cornerstone
Various	
  private	
  music	
  teachers
Various	
  bands	
  and	
  singers
Various	
  schools
Various	
  churches
Mul2-‐disciplinary
Keewa>n	
  Figure	
  Ska>ng	
  Club

Choir
Guitar,	
  piano,	
  drums	
  lessons
Sunset	
  Country	
  Handbell	
  Ringers
student	
  choir
Jam	
  Night	
  @	
  The	
  Cornerstone

Loca2on	
  of	
  Event

First	
  Presbyterian	
  Church,	
  Knox
Community	
  Arts	
  Hub

Keewa>n	
  Legion	
  -‐	
  upper	
  hall
Kenora	
  Harbourfront,	
  Knox	
  
United	
  Church,	
  Lakewood	
  
School
Shooters	
  -‐	
  Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  
Hotel
First	
  Presbyterian	
  Church,	
  Knox
Northern	
  Sounds	
  &	
  Systems
New	
  Horizons	
  Seniors	
  Centre
The	
  Cornerstone

curricular	
  and	
  extracurricular	
  ac>vi>es

Figure	
  Ska>ng	
  Lessons

Keewa>n	
  Memorial	
  Arena

Kenora	
  AerialeBes	
  Gymnas>cs	
  Club

Gymnas>cs	
  Classes

Gymnas>cs	
  Club

Kenora	
  Cheerleading	
  Group
Kenora	
  District	
  Fes>val	
  of	
  the	
  Arts

Compe>>ve	
  cheerleading	
  group
Fes>val	
  of	
  the	
  Arts

Kenora	
  Figure	
  Ska>ng	
  Club

Figure	
  Ska>ng	
  Lessons

Sunday	
  Smiles	
  Family	
  Entertainment	
  Series

Sunday	
  Smiles	
  Family	
  Entertainment	
  Series Lakewood	
  School

Visual	
  Arts
Kenora	
  Associa>on	
  for	
  Community	
  Living

LOWAC	
  (Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Arts	
  Collec>ve)

Sunset	
  Gallery
Kenora	
  Mé>s	
  Council
Various	
  schools
Various	
  churches
Various	
  private	
  visual	
  art	
  studios

Open	
  Studio	
  Mondays
Art	
  Partners
HoJo	
  Art	
  Show
Drawing	
  Classes
Acrylic	
  Pain>ng	
  Basics
Studio	
  Tours
2	
  x	
  2
Sunset	
  Gallery	
  exhibi>ons
Arts	
  and	
  cra5s,	
  Warmth	
  and	
  Wellness
curricular	
  and	
  extracurricular	
  ac>vi>es
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Mul>ple:	
  Kenora	
  Museum,	
  Knox	
  
United	
  Church,	
  Lakewood	
  
School
Kenora	
  Recrea>on	
  Centre

The	
  Community	
  Arts	
  Hub
Community	
  Arts	
  Hub	
  and	
  New	
  
Horizons	
  Seniors	
  Centre
Hojo	
  Coﬀee	
  and	
  Books
Confedera>on	
  College
Fragile	
  Glass	
  Studio
Individual	
  Ar>st's	
  Studios
Anicinabe	
  Park,	
  BeaBy	
  Park,	
  
McLeod	
  Park,	
  Memorial	
  Park
Sunset	
  Gallery
Kenora	
  Mé>s	
  Council	
  oﬃces
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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Organizing	
  Body

Descrip2on	
  of	
  Ac2vi2es

Loca2on	
  of	
  Event

Ice	
  Candle	
  Fes>val	
  of	
  Lights
Kenora	
  Canada	
  Day	
  Celebra>ons
Celebrate	
  Summer
Common	
  Ground	
  Spring/Fall	
  Feasts
Kenora	
  Farmers'	
  Market	
  (weekly)
Harbourfest
Ligh>ng	
  Main	
  Street	
  Christmas	
  Tree
Keewa>n	
  Canada	
  Day	
  Celebra>ons
Keewa>n	
  Summer	
  Splash
Kenora	
  Agricultural	
  Fair	
  
Fes>val	
  of	
  Trees

Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Cemetery
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Tunnel	
  Island,	
  Kenora,	
  ON
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Downtown	
  Kenora
Old	
  Ball	
  Park
BeaBy	
  Park
Kenora	
  Recrea>on	
  Centre
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Museum
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Comfort	
  Inn
Downtown	
  Kenora
Individual	
  ar>st's	
  studios
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods

Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Museum
Tourism	
  Kenora

Dragonboat	
  Fes>val
Kenora	
  Classic	
  Car	
  Club
Santa	
  Claus	
  Parade	
  of	
  Lights
Studio	
  Tour	
  (visual	
  arts)
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Interna>onal	
  Sailing	
  
RegaBa
Temporary	
  Exhibits	
  and	
  Events
Winter	
  Carnival

Winnipeg	
  Symphony

Winnipeg	
  Symphony

Fes2vals	
  &	
  Events
City	
  of	
  Kenora

Common	
  Ground	
  Research	
  Forum
Farmers'	
  Market
Harbourfest	
  Board	
  of	
  Directors
Harbourtown	
  BIZ
Keewa>n	
  BIZ
Keewa>n	
  Homecoming/Heritage	
  CommiBee
Kenora	
  Agricultural	
  Fair	
  
Kenora	
  and	
  Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Regional	
  
Community	
  Founda>on
Kenora	
  Classic	
  Car	
  Fes>val
Kinsmen
LOWAC
LOWISA
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Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Museum
Kenora	
  Harbourfront,	
  Shooters,	
  
etc.
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
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CULTURAL PLACES
Type	
  of	
  Facility
Place
CIVIC	
  ARTS
Public	
  Art	
  Sites
Public
Heritage	
  Townscape	
  Murals
Public	
  Parks	
  &	
  Gardens
Public
Anicinabe	
  Park
Public
Bea8y	
  Park
Public
Coney	
  Island	
  Beach	
  and	
  Pavilion
Public
Garrow	
  Park
Public
KeewaAn	
  Beach
Public
KeewaAn	
  Central	
  Park
Public
Kenora	
  Harbourfront
Public
Memorial	
  Park
Public
Norman	
  Park
Vistas	
  &	
  Streetscapes
Public
Downtown	
  Kenora
COMMUNICATIONS	
  MEDIA
Broadcast	
  Studios
Business
89.5	
  Radio	
  StaAon
Business
CJTV
Newspaper	
  &	
  Magazine	
  Publishers
Business
CompeAAve	
  Edge	
  Media	
  Group
Business
Daily	
  Miner	
  &	
  News
Business
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Area	
  News	
  (Lake	
  Country	
  Publishing)
Business
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Enterprise
CRAFTS
Ar2san	
  Studio	
  &	
  Store
Business
Anderson	
  Rd.	
  AnAques	
  &	
  Reﬁnishing
Business
Custom	
  Woodworking	
  Company
Business
D&D	
  Upholstery
Business
Flowers	
  by	
  the	
  Lake
Business
Fragile	
  Glass	
  Studio
Business
Glenn	
  Brown	
  Flowers
Business
Heritage	
  LeathercraZ	
  Emporium
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
CraJ	
  Show/Market
Public

Descrip2on

Arts
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Outdoor

Media
Media
Publisher
Newspaper
Publisher
Newspaper

Image	
  One	
  Designs
Jet	
  Upholstering
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Sunrise	
  Soap	
  Co.
Page	
  Florist

AnAques
Custom-‐made	
  furniture
Upholstery	
  &	
  Reﬁnishing
Florists
Stained	
  Glass
Florists
Speciality	
  Stores
Custom	
  upholstery	
  &	
  furniture	
  
design
Upholstery	
  &	
  Reﬁnishing
Hand	
  made	
  soap
Florists

Perfect	
  Finish	
  -‐	
  upholstery

Upholstery	
  &	
  Reﬁnishing

KeewaAn	
  ArAsan's	
  Market

CraZs
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CULTURAL PLACES
Type	
  of	
  Facility
Place
Retail	
  Store
Business
Abundance	
  -‐	
  craZs	
  &	
  giZs
Business
Aja	
  Clothing	
  &	
  GiZs
Business
Blue	
  Heron	
  GiZ	
  Shops
Business
Brennan's	
  Jewellers
Business
Co8age	
  Country	
  Quilts
Business
Indira	
  -‐	
  clothing
Business
Kanata	
  -‐	
  giZ	
  shop
Business
Larry's	
  Jewellers
Business
Nancy's	
  BouAque	
  -‐	
  clothing
Business
Nibbler's	
  Nook	
  -‐	
  giZs	
  &	
  craZs
Business
Penner's	
  Jewellers
Business
Plants	
  &	
  CraZs	
  -‐	
  giZ	
  shop
Business
Poke	
  About	
  AnAques	
  &	
  CollecAbles
Business
Quilter's	
  Quarters
Business
Safeway	
  Floral	
  Shop
Business
Say	
  It	
  With	
  Balloons
Business
Sure	
  Thing	
  -‐	
  clothing,	
  craZs,	
  jewellery
Business
The	
  Painted	
  Sheep	
  -‐	
  craZs
Teaching	
  Studios
Public
KeewaAn	
  Seniors	
  Centre
DESIGN	
  ARTS
Architectural	
  Design	
  Studio
Business
Kenora	
  Design	
  Group
Business
Nelson	
  Architecture	
  Firm
Graphic	
  and	
  Web	
  Design	
  Studios
Business
Mike	
  Newton	
  Design
Business
Nuke	
  Web	
  Design
Business
Overdrive	
  DesignLabs
Business
Zed	
  Not	
  Zee	
  Design
Prin2ng	
  Studios
Business
Alpine	
  PrinAng
Business
CSP	
  Print	
  &	
  MarkeAng
ELECTRONIC	
  ARTS
Cinemas
Business
Century	
  Cinema
Digital	
  Produc2on	
  Facili2es
Business
Laughing	
  Duck	
  Pictures
Business
Northern	
  Sounds	
  &	
  Systems
Business
Reel	
  Media	
  ProducAons
Film,	
  Video,	
  Audio	
  Produc2on
Business
DC	
  ProducAons
Business

Wayne	
  Kelso

Descrip2on
GiZ	
  Shops
Clothing	
  BouAques
GiZ	
  Shops
Jewellery	
  Stores
CraZs
Clothing	
  BouAques
GiZ	
  Shops
Jewellery	
  Stores
Clothing	
  BouAques
Speciality	
  Stores
Jewellery	
  Stores
GiZ	
  Shops
AnAques
Sewing
Florists
GiZ	
  Shops
Clothing,	
  craZs,	
  jewellery
CraZs
Municipal

Print/Graphic	
  design
Architecture
Print/Graphic	
  design
Web/Graphic	
  design
Web/Graphic	
  design
Print/Graphic	
  design
PrinAng/markeAng
PrinAng/markeAng

Movie	
  Theatre
MarkeAng/Video	
  ProducAon
Music	
  and	
  Video	
  Stores
Internet/website
Music	
  ProducAon
Music	
  ProducAon
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CULTURAL PLACES
Type	
  of	
  Facility
Place
HERITAGE
Heritage	
  Proper2es	
  -‐	
  Designated
Business
Bistro	
  on	
  Second	
  Street/Southview	
  Inn
Business
Kenricia	
  Hotel
Public
Cameron	
  House
Public
CPR	
  StaAon	
  &	
  Garden
Public
Mather	
  Walls	
  House
Public
Museum	
  Annex
Public
Old	
  Fire	
  Hall
Public
Post	
  Oﬃce/City	
  Hall
Heritage	
  Proper2es	
  -‐	
  Registered
Business
Best	
  Western	
  Lakeside	
  Inn
Business
Blue	
  Heron
Business
Channel	
  Engineering
Business
Hardwear	
  Company
Business
Kendal	
  Bed	
  &	
  Breakfast
Public
Kenora	
  District	
  Courthouse
Public
Kenora	
  Public	
  Library
Public
Memorial	
  Building
Religious
Knox	
  United	
  Church	
  
Religious
Notre	
  Dame	
  du	
  Portage	
  Church
Religious
St.	
  Albans	
  Anglican	
  Church	
  
Religious
St.	
  Nicholas	
  Ukrainian	
  Catholic	
  Church
ResidenAal
Canﬁeld	
  Residence
ResidenAal
Del-‐art	
  Manor
ResidenAal
Goold	
  Residence	
  (Fragile	
  Glass	
  Studio)
ResidenAal
Moncrief	
  Barn
ResidenAal
Moncrief	
  Residence
ResidenAal
Stone	
  House
Historic	
  Sites	
  &	
  Monuments
Public
Cenotaph	
  at	
  Bea8y	
  Park
Public
Cenotaph	
  at	
  Memorial	
  Park
Public
Husky	
  the	
  Muskie
Public
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Cemetery
Public
Pictographs
Public
Tunnel	
  Island
Public
Ukrainian	
  Easter	
  Egg
Museums
Community
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Museum
Community
Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Railroad	
  Museum
Public
Mather	
  Walls	
  House	
  Museum
Natural	
  Heritage	
  and	
  Outdoor	
  Recrea2on	
  Sites
Community
Mount	
  Evergreen	
  Ski	
  Hill
Community
Kenora	
  Nordic	
  Trails
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Descrip2on

Designated
Designated
Designated
Designated
Designated
Designated
Designated
Designated
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Registered
Monument
Monument
Monument
Community
Park
Park
Monument
Heritage
Heritage
Heritage
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CULTURAL PLACES
Type	
  of	
  Facility
Place
LITERARY	
  ARTS
Bookstores
Business
Elizabeth	
  Campbell	
  Books
Business
Ho	
  Jo's	
  Coﬀee	
  and	
  Books
Business
The	
  Bookstore	
  in	
  Kenora
Libraries
Public
KeewaAn	
  Public	
  Library
Public
Kenora	
  Carnegie	
  Library
PERFORMING	
  ARTS
Community	
  Centres,	
  Schools	
  &	
  Worship	
  Centres
Community
KeewaAn	
  Legion	
  -‐	
  upper	
  hall
Community
Kinsmen	
  Norman	
  Community	
  Centre
Community
Rideout	
  Community	
  Club
EducaAon
Beaver	
  Brae	
  Secondary	
  School
EducaAon
Lakewood	
  School
EducaAon
St.	
  Thomas	
  Aquinas	
  High	
  School
Public
KeewaAn	
  Memorial	
  Arena
Public
Kenora	
  RecreaAon	
  Centre
Public
New	
  Horizons	
  Seniors	
  Centre
Public
Pella8	
  Community	
  Centre
Religious
Bethesda	
  Lutheran	
  Church
Religious
First	
  BapAst	
  Church
Religious
First	
  Presbyterian	
  Church
Religious
Knox	
  United	
  Church	
  
Religious
St.	
  Albans	
  Anglican	
  Church	
  
Religious
St.	
  Louis	
  Parish
Restaurant/Pub/Café
Business
Haps	
  on	
  the	
  Harbour
Business
Ho	
  Jo's	
  Coﬀee	
  and	
  Books
Business
Plaza	
  Restaurant
Business
Shooters	
  -‐	
  Lake	
  of	
  the	
  Woods	
  Hotel
Business
The	
  Cornerstone
Teaching	
  Studios
Community
Community

Kenora	
  MéAs	
  Council	
  oﬃces
Various	
  churches	
  and	
  schools

Book	
  Store
Book	
  Store
Book	
  Store
Municipal
Literary

Community
Community
Community	
  Centre/Music	
  Hall
School
School
School
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Community
Church
Church
Church
Church	
  &	
  Heritage	
  Building
Heritage	
  Building
Church
Restaurant/Pub
Coﬀee	
  Shop
Restaurant
Hotel
Restaurant

Community
Community

Community
Community	
  Arts	
  Hub
VISUAL	
  ARTS
ArAst	
  Studio
Business
Colleen	
  Serban	
  Photography
Business
Memories	
  Photography
Business
Photography	
  by	
  Randy	
  Kasprick
Business
Tom	
  Thomson	
  Photography
Commercial	
  Art	
  Gallery
Business
Sunset	
  Gallery
Teaching	
  Studios
Community

Descrip2on

Community

Photography
Photography
Photography
Photography
Arts

Community	
  Arts	
  Hub

Community
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INTRODUCTION
Background and Context
The City of Kenora has embarked on a municipal cultural
planning process in order to understand its cultural assets, to
create a vision and goals for their development and to provide an
action plan to achieve these goals.
The first part of the three-part Municipal Cultural Plan (“Working
Chapter #1: Where Are We Now?”) provided a narrative
and policy background to the planning process and it was
accompanied by an inventory of Kenora’s current cultural assets.

This Document
This second chapter (“Where Do We Want to Go?”) describes the
consultation process which was subsequently undertaken in order
to develop a future direction for culture in Kenora. This chapter
summarizes the main themes of conversations and surveys
undertaken as part of the planning work.

Next Steps
An implementation plan describing “How Do We Get There?”
will be produced next, setting tasks, assigning responsibilities for
fulfillment, and proposing a means of monitoring progress.
The final step will bring together all the Working Chapters into a
Final report – a Municipal Cultural Plan for the City of Kenora, a
blueprint for cultural development over the next 5-10 years.
While strategic directions will be provided, both the
implementation plan and report resulting from this planning
initiative should be viewed as a beginning for cultural planning
and policy development in Kenora—a set of tools for moving
forward rather than a static document.
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Summary of Report
As demonstrated by the information in this chapter of the report,
the response by the Kenora community and from staff and
Council was both enthusiastic and substantial.
From this response, the Consultants have distilled 10 categories
which will be used to shape and inform the action and
implementation plan (“How Do We get There?”) to follow this
report. These categories are:

1. Raising the Profile of Culture
2. Integrating Culture into Planning
3. Improving Communication and Promotion
4. Providing Coordination and Support for Community Organizations
5. Addressing Cultural Facility and Gathering Space Needs
6. Maintaining and Developing Aboriginal Partnerships
7. Expanding Lifelong Learning & Professional Development Opportunities
8. Fostering and Attracting Cultural Industries
9. Building Cultural and Environmental Tourism
10. Investing in Cultural Development
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
Staff & Council Consultation
Members of Kenora City Council and senior
staff met individually with a representative of
the consulting team. Telephone interviews were
conducted with those who were not available to
meet in person.
Conversations were loosely structured around the
following questions:
• Strengths of Kenora’s cultural environment
• Expectations for the Municipal Cultural Plan
as a process and initiative
• Views on the role of municipal government
in cultural activities, and in places for cultural
activities
• Views on the top priorities for cultural
development in Kenora
• Vision for culture in Kenora in the next 5-10
years

Public Consultation Processes
Public Meeting
A public meeting was held on the evening of
March 10, 2011. Approximately 35 community
members attended. The session was publicized on
local radio and via email invitations disseminated
through targeted groups, each having broad
membership and strong linkages to the community
(i.e. Chamber of Commerce, Young Professionals
Network, Lake of the Woods Centre for the Arts,
Lake of the Woods Arts Collective membership,
Museum Board, etc.)
The format of the session was a brief presentation
by a consulting team member, followed by selffacilitated roundtable discussions in small groups
of approximately 6-8 individuals.
The six questions discussed were:
Question 1: What do we value most about
culture in Kenora? What are our cultural
strengths?
Question 2: What are our cultural challenges?
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Question 3: What kinds of activities should we
focus on maintaining or developing?
Question 4: What kinds of facilities do we need
to support cultural development?
Question 5: What do we see as the role of the
municipality in cultural development?
Question 6: What are our top 5 priorities for
cultural development? What is our vision for
culture in Kenora in the next 5-10 years?
Each question was addressed for about 1015 minutes within the small groups. Prior
to concluding the session, a summary of the
discussion at each table on each topic was shared
with the full group in attendance.
A morning panel session was also held following
the same format as above, with 3 attendees. All
comments from the morning session have been
collated with those of the public meeting.

Youth Session
A youth consultation session was held on March
10, 2011 at Beaver Brae Secondary School with
a focus group of 10 students. The purpose of
the discussion was to capture (in an anecdotal
fashion) a snapshot of youth concerns, issues and
ideas around their existing and desired forms of
participation in culture in Kenora.
The discussion revolved around these questions:
•
•
•
•

What cultural activities do you participate in?
Where do you participate in culture?
How do you hear about cultural activities?
What barriers are there (if any) to
participation?
• What are some of the defining characteristics
of youth culture in Kenora?
• What are the top priorities for culture in
Kenora going forward?
• Thinking outside of culture, what are some of
the general challenges young people in Kenora
face?
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Web-Based Consultation Methods
Three web-based forums were set up to disseminate information
about the municipal cultural plan process as well as to collect
feedback from community members:
• Kenora Municipal Cultural Plan website at www.kenora.ca/
culturalplan
• ‘Kenora Culture’ Facebook Page
• Kenora Municipal Cultural Plan survey
The dedicated Municipal Cultural Plan website was designed
by City staff (with content provided by the Consultants) and
promoted via similar channels as the public meeting. The
existence of the web-based forum was also reported through the
Kenora Daily Miner & News.
The Municipal Cultural Plan website included information on the
purpose of the planning initiative and ways to get involved, and
background documents were made available for download and
comment. Links were provided to the Plan Facebook page and
web survey.
A “Kenora Culture” Facebook page was set up in order to foster
additional involvement in the cultural planning process. The
page included a link to the dedicated cultural plan website as well
as a link to a brief Municipal Cultural Plan survey. Over 90%
of responses to the survey came through a link on the Facebook
page1. The Facebook page was set up in such a way that it
would have potential to continue beyond the life of the planning
process and serve as a convergence point for ongoing community
collaboration and discussion.
The survey asked residents to comment on:
•
•
•
•
•

Views on culture’s availability and role in Kenora
Satisfaction with current level of cultural services
Key strengths and weaknesses
Priorities and vision
Other comments

More than 100 surveys were completed.

1
The Facebook feed was also promoted on the MCP website and some traffic
could have come through in this manner.
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RESULTS OF THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
Summary of Results

Areas of Cultural Strength

Conversations and comments received through
various forms of consultation reflected a relatively
consistent sense of opportunities and concerns for
cultural development on the part of staff, council,
and community members.

Residents of Kenora identified several aspects of
the current cultural environment and asset base in
the city. The main areas of strength are viewed as:

The summary below reports on common themes
arising in the discussion of each of the following
issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Current Areas of Cultural Strength for Kenora
Current Challenges for Culture in Kenora
Cultural Development Priorities (Activities)
Cultural Development Priorities (Facilities)
Views on the Role of Municipal Government
in Cultural Development
• Defining a Vision for Culture in Kenora (next
5-10 years)
Opportunities to better integrate culture in
municipal decision-making and day-to-day
processes were also discussed with City staff and
Council.
Full results of the public meeting and web survey
are provided in the Appendix.
The following constitutes a summary of issues
discussed in the consultation. The Part 3 report
will make specific recommendations as to how to
move forward.

•
•
•
•
•

Natural heritage (e.g. the Lake, the forests)
Aboriginal communities and culture
Volunteers and community spirit
Diversity of activities and artists
Recent growth and coalescence of the cultural
sector
• Rich history and heritage

Natural Heritage
There is near universal agreement that Kenora’s
most significant cultural asset and strength is the
presence and beauty of the natural environment.
The Lake of the Woods, as well as the surrounding
forests, wetlands, parks and walking trails are very
highly valued.
Kenora’s natural heritage is part of its economic
base, and there is a sense that there remains
untapped potential. Kenora doesn’t represent
the “urban sprawl” model so prevalent in other
communities.

Aboriginal Community and Culture
Kenora has a strong local aboriginal population,
and there are neighbouring First Nations
communities, which residents and community
leaders see as an inherent strength that needs to be
built upon.
Aboriginal cultural traditions continue to be
practiced, including pow wows, feasts, cultivating
wild rice, smoking meat and fish, and tanning
hide. Many feel there are opportunities to share
aboriginal culture with the wider local community
and with visitors to Kenora.
There is also a sense of significant potential in
continuing to strengthen community relationships
and partnerships, with Tunnel Island and the
Common Ground project viewed as strong
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opportunities through which to solidify these
connections.

Volunteers and Community Spirit
Kenora’s cultural activities are largely organized
through the efforts of local volunteers. The small
size of the community allows for the forging of
strong networks, allowing people to get to know
one another and share ideas.
There is a willingness to collaborate and build
partnerships, and there are several businesses that
help promote culture.
The welcoming, friendly, supportive atmosphere
in the community—the ability to ‘know your
neighbours’ is very much valued. At the same time
there is an indication of a need to reach out to new
residents and make them feel welcome.
There is also a sense that more could be done to
show support and appreciation for the hard work
of the many volunteers and volunteer organizations
who contribute to the community.

Diversity of Activities and Artists
The people of Kenora value the many ‘homegrown’
festivals and activities that are happening
throughout the community in places like bars, pow
wows, arenas and kitchens.
There is value and high quality in the farmers’
market, in the music scene and many festivals, in
the murals around town, art in the park, open mic
nights, common ground storytelling, and in diverse
multicultural activities (e.g. powows, highland
dancing, Ukrainian traditions). The accessibility
and affordability of cultural activities is a positive.
The passion, talent, and creativity of individual
artists are among the other strengths of the
community. Kenora has a gifted and diverse group
of artists and community leaders who have had
to make things happen in a place where, as one
participant put it, culture isn’t ‘spoon-fed’.
This characteristic self-sufficiency has made
Kenora a place where there is a good availability of
the basic cultural activities and a sense of having
what is needed (even if some of the more niche
and specialized opportunities are currently out of
reach).
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Kenora is also fortunate to have the connections
and proximity to Winnipeg which gives Kenora
both resources and opportunities (e.g. Winnipeg
Symphony, ability to draw high profile acts).

Growing Interest in and Coalescing of Cultural Sector
In addition to the diversity of activities that
currently exist locally, there is excitement and a
sense that momentum has recently been growing in
the cultural sector in Kenora. There are emerging
developments (e.g., two recording studios), a
growing audience, and networks are getting
stronger through such groups as the two-year old
Lake of the Woods Arts Collective and the Young
Professionals Network.
At the same time, there are strong cultural
institutions and groups that have been around
many years, such as the Library, the Museum, and
Trylight Theatre.

Rich History
Kenora has a long history as a crossroads of
cultures and as a trading place. Numerous
archaeological sites, pictographs and petroglyphs,
and built heritage sites are some of the physical
testaments to this history.
Kenora also has a raucous history—it was a ‘rough
and tumble’ place at some point, a theme which has
potential to be exploited. The popular daytime and
evening Cemetery Tours are an example of how
this is capitalized upon at the moment.
There is a sense that the new Discovery Centre
along with the existing Museum, Mather-Walls
House and CPR Museum provide excellent
opportunities to continue the work of interpreting
the community to residents and visitors alike.
Community history and heritage is being
incorporated into current special events and
infrastructure projects (e.g. Winter Carnival,
Trail interpretation panels) —strong examples of
integrating culture in municipal activities that can
be built upon.
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Challenges in the Cultural Environment
The main challenges in the cultural environment in
Kenora relate to:
• A “stigma,” lack of valuing, and a need for
awareness of culture
• Lack of central information hub
• Lack of appropriate facilities
• Need for additional training and professional
development opportunities
• Community and sectoral fragmentation
• Need for volunteer coordination and
nurturing
• Lack of a policy framework/leadership
• Lack of a ‘year-round,’ four-seasons approach

Cultural “Stigma”/Lack of Awareness
Many residents feel there is a general lack of
valuing of culture and artists in the community,
even a “social stigma” around culture. Culture is
often viewed as either elitist, a luxury, or an “add
on,” rather than a core value.
In addition, there is a false perception that
local culture isn’t of high quality, a feeling that
respondents attribute to being in a small town.
Instead residents feel there is a need to realize the
community is just as talented as those who reside
in any large city. There is a related sense that local
artists are not given the credibility they deserve and
aren’t sufficiently valued.
Conversely, therefore, participants in the
consultation feel there is a need to demystify
culture and educate the community and leadership
about culture’s many roles in the community, and
to value the talents of local artists.
This issue is seen as a priority in terms of the role
of quality of life in retention of young people and
young families in particular.

Lack of Central Information Hub/Need for Improvement
in Promotion
While a lot happens in Kenora, the community
lacks a single, definitive source of information
regarding ‘what’s on,’ leading to missed
opportunities and a sense that ‘there’s nothing to
do’. There is a lack of a hub/focus/’one stop shop’
for all information about activities and events.
In addition to informing current residents, it
is felt such a hub would help to welcome and
communicate with new residents.
There is a need to increase the use of new and
social media in the dissemination of information
about events and opportunities. New marketing
and advertising strategies need to be used to reach
youth, who say they pay less attention to radio and
the newspaper and are more attentive to postering
in schools, announcements, and via social media.
Also important is the need to showcase events
that will be coming to town in advance in
order to generate interest and excitement in the
opportunities. Collective advertising to reach
those in nearby markets should be pursued.
There is desire for increased support and
promotion on the part of the Municipal
government for events and activities not directly
run by City of Kenora.

Lack of Appropriate Facilities
As identified in the background document to this
report, there is a longstanding community priority
around the development of a dedicated space for
performance. The lack of a central physical place
or hub for performance was a recurring theme in
discussions.
Spaces deemed lacking also include places for
artists to gather, facilities to gather en masse as a
community, and exhibit and studio spaces.
Community members noted that there is space
within the community that is either underutilized
in its current state or could be renovated for these
purposes (e.g. heritage buildings, surplus space in
school facilities).
It was commonly said that any cultural plan for
Kenora needed to include discussion of a physical
facility for the arts. Approaches included the desire
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for a network of several small spaces instead of one
larger space.
There is also interest in having more public art
around town.

Training & Professional Development Opportunities
Additional learning opportunities for young people
and adults alike are felt to be needed.
There is an appetite for short-term workshops
that would help increase the skill level of local
amateurs, including young people who have few
opportunities locally to vary or challenge training
in their craft.
Within the arts and cultural sector, there is a desire
to access additional professional development
opportunities.

Community and Sectoral Fragmentation
There is a feeling of a disconnect or gap between
two ‘worldviews’ in Kenora, partially relating to
different generations in the community (what
some termed ‘Old Kenora’ vs. ‘New Kenora’)
and difficulty in moving forward together with a
common vision.
While there is a sense that there have been many
recent improvements, there is an acknowledgement
that Kenora still has a complex history to work
through, in particular related to the relationship
between aboriginals and non-aboriginals.
More specific to showcasing culture, there is a
feeling that the culture of First Nations, Métis
and Inuit peoples should be better represented in
activities and events.
Within the cultural sector itself, there are silos
to be linked through increased collaboration.
Developing more partnerships with schools and
businesses is seen as important.

Policy Framework/Leadership
There is a feeling that support for culture needs
to come ‘from the top,’ with leadership of the City
showing support and through the development
of policies and inclusion of culture in the City’s
strategic plans and in its day-to-day operations.
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Volunteer Coordination/Nurturing
As in many communities, from event to event,
volunteers are often the same people, which can
lead to burnout.
The vibrancy of culture at any given time relies
on the efforts of a small number of community
leaders—meaning activities are in a precarious
state.
More could be done to recognize the efforts of
those who provide this community service, as
well as to encourage mentoring of others in the
community.
The ability to access funding for specific projects
and for operations is hampered in Kenora.
Opportunities to access grant-writing assistance
could be better publicized.

Lack of a ‘Year-Round,’ Four-Seasons Approach
Kenora comes alive in the summer with a variety
of activities. However, winter can be a challenge.
There is an opportunity to expand the vision for
events planning beyond a seasonal and major
event perspective to a year-round, week to
week approach, through partnership with local
organizations. There is a need for additional events
and opportunities to draw all Kenora residents
together.
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Priorities for Cultural Development: Activities

Coordination and Organizational Support

Respondents discussed activities to be pursued,
which fell into the following categories:

Various types of coordination and support
functions are viewed as important activities to
pursue for cultural development.

•
•
•
•
•

Policy, education and awareness
Coordination and organizational support
Four seasons activities
Aboriginal partnerships
Cultural tourism and cultural industries

Policy, Education and Awareness
Building education and awareness around the value
of culture was identified as a very high priority as a
means of gaining buy-in for cultural development
from the community.
Community leadership was seen as a having a
particular role and responsibility to promote
culture as a factor in quality of life, healthy
communities and economic development.
On a civic level, officially recognizing culture
through adoption of the Municipal Cultural Plan
and its guiding principles was important, as was
making a commitment to continue working on
cultural development and ensure the plan informs
all manner of decisions on a municipal level.
It was also important to get City leaders and staff
on the same page in adopting the principles.
Suggested activities to build community awareness
and buy-in included storytelling activities,
documenting culture’s importance and its role in
the economy and quality of life in Kenora, and
promoting and profiling local artists in order to
help transform thinking to a cultural lens.
Other ways were to showcase Kenora as a
community, undertaking a grassroots marketing
campaign to dispel myths and gain support,
and creating opportunities to involve the whole
community (youth, seniors, aboriginal peoples) in
speaking about culture.
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This includes increasing partnerships between arts
groups and the broader community (e.g. building
links between the charitable/social sector and the
arts), providing access to grantwriting support, and
improving the City information portal to foster
networking capacity and sharing of information.
It has been suggested that there is a need for a
Cultural Officer/Volunteer Coordinator, a parallel
position to the Tourism Development Officer, to
focus on this and provide facilitation services.
Groups are looking to do better at working
together, collaborating and coordinating, and the
facilitation function on the part of the City would
assist in fostering closer links among various
groups and building consensus.
Strengthening communication channels is also
key. There is a need to improve awareness in
the community of available events and activities,
in part through a centralized information hub
for ‘what’s on’ in Kenora (online). Unique and
local advertising (e.g. Youtube shows, half hour
programs) could fill additional niches in promoting
cultural activities locally.
There are many ways to show support for the
work of the many volunteer organizations who
undertake exciting programming for residents of
Kenora.
It includes simple gestures and actions, such as
providing positive feedback, offering opportunities
to showcase work, volunteering and attending
events, and publicly recognizing contributions (e.g.
civic awards, thank you parties).
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Four-Season Activities

Funding

There is a desire on the part of community
members to celebrate the four seasons by
embracing winter activities and encouraging all
manner of events and festivals, large and small,
throughout the year. (Attentiveness to good
transportation options to and from events was
flagged as important.) Summer residents have an
appetite for entertainment, and local residents are
looking for opportunities to enjoy the community
year-round, week-to-week.

It is important for volunteer groups and other
cultural sector participants to be able to access
funding.

There is also a desire for additional children’s and
seniors’ programs, as well as activities to address
the mid-teenage group. Residents feel there should
be more artistic and cultural activities available,
to complement the many opportunities in sports.
This would include new media opportunities (e.g.
art and design in web-based applications).

Aboriginal Partnerships
Maintaining and developing relationships with
First Nations, Métis and Inuit partners is an
important activity to pursue in working toward
cultural development in Kenora.
Kenora residents would like to see aboriginal
culture showcased more frequently, and a focus
on increasing the level of mutual understanding.
There is a feeling that a great deal could be
accomplished by working together, with many
opportunities to pursue. The relationship needs to
begin with understanding and inclusion.

Cultural Tourism and Cultural Industries
Residents see potential in growing festivals and
events, as well as ecotourism opportunities to bring
more visitors to the area. There is a need to deal
with provincial signage issues in tourism. Many
would like to see local culture better promoted
during the summer when ‘the world’ is present in
Kenora.
There is also an opportunity to grow cultural
industries such as design studios, website, graphic,
and architectural offices and create employment in
arts and culture.
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Specific projects and initiatives require a
willingness on the part of the City government to
provide resources to implement the plan, whether
for HR, finances, infrastructure, or operational
funds.
The City can also play a role in helping to leverage
funds from other levels of government.
Ensuring activities remain accessible with
reasonable user fees, and offering free events are
also deemed important.
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Priorities for Cultural Development: Facilities

Coordination of Existing Spaces

Areas of focus for community members, staff and
Council related to cultural spaces and facilities
were:

There is an indication of surplus and underutilized
space in the community. There is a need for more
awareness of available meeting spaces locally (e.g.
generating a master list).

• Performing Arts Centre/cultural centre/
community centre/education centre
• Coordination of existing spaces
• Retain and Enhance Built and Natural
Heritage

Performing Arts Centre/Cultural Centre/Community
Centre/Education Centre

Participants also indicated a desire for funding to
renovate existing spaces.
There was also a feeling that outdoor spaces should
be part of the lens of cultural spaces and facilities,
including encouraging additional farmers’ market
spaces; and creating a separate downtown artisan’s
market under the tent.

While there appears to be broad agreement that
a variety of cultural spaces are lacking within
the community currently, the specific needs and
visions for a new space vary slightly.

There is a desire to build on the momentum of new
projects and ensure they are well developed (e.g.
Harbourfront Tent; Discovery Centre).

Participants most frequently identified a lack of
dedicated space for performance, but there was
also a noted lack of studio space, exhibition space,
teaching space, gathering and meeting room space
and arts practice space, small spaces, and free
meeting spaces with amenities such as wifi and
quality rehearsal space.

Retain and Enhance Natural and Built Heritage

The size of a potential new facility was commented
on by a number of participants who felt that a
mid-size space or several small spaces would be
well suited to the community. Some felt it should
be ensured that any facility is neither an arena
nor a church but a standalone facility. Ensuring
continued affordability of spaces was also a
concern.
There is also a vision brought forward by some to
go beyond meeting local needs and to use a new
facility as a destination point and attraction for
people from all over Canada/North America with a
focus on education and teaching.
It was important that consideration of a centre for
the arts be part of the Municipal Cultural Plan for
it to have traction in the community. The City
needs to come to terms with pressing facility issues,
including decisions around community arena
infrastructure. Dedicating capital funds for such a
space was important.
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Places for youth and showcasing art throughout the
community in both public and private spaces were
other areas of interest.

Respondents to the web survey were most satisfied
with the current level of preservation of historic
and heritage buildings (compared to levels of
satisfaction in other areas, such as availability of
cultural facilities, availability of information, degree
of support for cultural initiatives, and public art).
There is, however, interest in registering and
designating additional heritage buildings and to
continue to celebrate these local assets. Specifically,
restoring the Kenricia Hotel is mentioned by many
who worry about losing this cornerstone of the
community. Restoring the property with a cultural
component is of interest.
The community improvement plans (CIPs)
currently underway are helping to encourage
businesses in support of building restoration,
which is viewed as a good step.
Tunnel Island is also viewed as an important
community project.
Protecting natural heritage, natural attractions and
the environment is important. The Beaches, Parks
& Trails project and the notion of landscaping
projects as a simple solution with big impact are
supported.
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Role of Municipal Government
Council, staff and community members discussed
their views on the role of municipal government
in cultural development. While the role does
not include everything related to the community
priorities, the overarching message affirms the
Municipal role in community development and
facilitation.

Leadership, Visibility, Recognition, Encouragement
It was felt that the importance of Council buy in
and support at the highest levels for culture as a
community priority could not be underestimated.
It was noted that recent initiatives have shown
support for cultural development, a good direction
in which to continue.
Formally recognizing culture by first adopting
the Municipal Cultural Plan, then incorporating
its guiding principles into the City’s corporate
strategic plan were seen as important steps.
Council support would have to go beyond
supporting the plan to take action on its principles,
and ensuring culture becomes one of the lenses
through which the City operates based on an
understanding of culture’s role in quality of life
issues.
Providing visibility, building a positive buzz
through celebrating the local assets and supporting
events through attendance, are some of the small
ways to show interest and investment in cultural
principles.
Providing a welcoming atmosphere for potential
community partners (including artists and
cultural businesses) to share ideas was also seen as
important.

Integration
The vision of integration for culture in municipal
processes was seen as ensuring culture is a core
criteria when planning development, and as a
value lens through which the City makes decisions
including in its budgetary process.
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Ways of ensuring integration of culture in the dayto-day operations of the municipality, according to
Staff and Council members, included:
• Adopting the Municipal Cultural Plan
• Integrating the Plan into core principles of the
Municipality
• Fitting the MCP into the corporate strategic
plan so that it becomes part of the psyche and
how we deliver services
• Ensuring all staff members understand the
‘why’ of this direction on the part of the City
• Having more discussions across departments
to ensure all opportunities for collaboration
and strengthening of culture are realized
A good amount of integration is already happening
on an ad hoc basis. It is important to document
these best practices and enshrine them into policies
in order to ensure this collaborative environment
continues and is not lost when a staff member
retires.

Coordination Role
There is a potential role for the City in staffing
a cultural planner or volunteer coordinator to
support organizations working on a volunteer
basis.
The City needs to help build partnerships with First
Nations and a variety of community organizations,
and help link people together.
The City should also work as a supporter or
facilitator of events and activities by making
resources available to partners (e.g. financial,
infrastructure, HR, information). It can also be a
catalyst for community discussions (e.g. convening
schools to discuss how to improve arts education
opportunities for children).
It also needs to be a source of information and
function as a hub for marketing and promotion.
Residents and visitors typically use the Tourism
offices, Libraries and Recreation Centres as a point
of contact for ‘what’s on’; how can we ensure these
entities are equipped to disseminate the most
complete information?
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Lead in Facility Provision and Development
The City has a role as a leader in facility provision
and in development of new cultural sites and
facilities. Specific examples of ways the City can do
so (and in some cases already does so) include:
• Partnering in the development of a new PAC
and other infrastructure
• Providing and publicizing municipally owned
indoor and outdoor spaces
• Facilitating process of organizing special
events on city property and taking care of
liability and policies
• Contend with facility issues: what form will a
performing arts centre take?
• Maintain and support facilities already used
for cultural events
• Provide spaces for rental by the community
• Donating land for a new space
• Providing places and infrastructure for events
and activities to take place, indoors as well as
in outdoor and green spaces
• Maintaining and commissioning Public art

Lead in Planning and Facilitating Activities
The City is directly responsible for several cultural
entities and functions (i.e. Museum, Tourism,
Special Events, space provision such as at the
Recreation Centre, Harbourfront Tent, Discovery
Centre). There is a direct programming role in
some cases and in others a vision of using the
Community Development Model to partner
with community groups to provide the range of
activities and heritage interpretation residents and
visitors expect.

Promotion/Support for Volunteer Organizations
There is also a role is facilitating other organizers’
activities, in helping groups to navigate the
necessary processes for booking space for special
events, and meeting requirements and liabilities.
Other ways to support volunteer organizations
include:
• assisting in marketing and promoting specific
events/activities
• providing civic awards/recognition
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• create welcoming atmosphere for community
members and partners to foster partnerships –
work with separate governance groups
• support professional development
opportunities

Fostering Employment in Cultural Industries
Attracting additional cultural industries to the
community is a worthwhile goal. The City has
a role in investigating opportunities to draw
investment (e.g. film industry), encourage small
firms to locate here and to create employment in
culture.

Funding Envelope/Investment
It will be important for the City to not only
support the principles of the Municipal Cultural
Plan but to look at a means of implementing
the recommendations, including taking steps to
continue to invest in culture and to incorporate it
as a consideration in the budget process.
There is also a role in lobbying for provincial
funds and assisting local groups to access available
funding.
Above all there needs to be recognition of
culture’s importance and willingness to invest
in opportunities and infrastructure for the
community. The City should be open to the
community for new ideas and ensure the
community grants program supports cultural
pursuits.

Foster Relationships with First Nations, Métis and
Aboriginal Peoples
There is an expectation that the City has
a responsibility to continue to work on its
relationship with area First Nations as well as
urban aboriginal people; to work collaboratively to
address social issues and to celebrate successes.
There is also a need to build partnerships to offer
increased and more diversified opportunities to
learn about aboriginal culture, both for locals and
for visitors.

vision for culture in kenora 2016-2020
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Vision for Culture in Kenora 2016-2020
Culture as Driver for Community Reinvention and Economic
Development
Many residents, staff and Council see an opportunity in reinventing
the economy through leveraging culture and the history of the
community as a driver in the process.
It is a vision of a community where culture is seen as a core value, not
an add-on—a ‘backbone’ of the community used to enhance and grow
the community into a vibrant, diverse and sustainable place.
The transition is seen as a gradual and staged process emerging from a
collective agreement from all areas of the community as to ‘what kind
of town we want to be in the future.’
The vision includes that of a strong community that has stemmed
population decline and offers high paying jobs along with the full
range of quality of life amenities.

Culture as Community Unifier and Source of Personal Enrichment
The people of Kenora would like to see a community that is unified
and proud of its history and culture, acknowledging and working
through the more complex aspects of its history, and living in
harmony with the beautiful natural environment of lakes and forests.
An inclusion of newer art forms in the view of culture including video
art, photography, breakdancing, aboriginal arts, graffiti arts, pow
wows, DJing and experimental media is important as is increased
exposure and access to the broad range of cultural activities.
The vision includes a Kenora where arts and culture are an everyday
part of life, and there is something to look at or participate in every
week. Nature is respected. Culture is naturally engrained and
respected, with no hard silos. New residents are welcomed and better
integrated.
A collaborative approach is taken to celebrating local history and
talent and sharing stories. Groups get along and there are strong
working partnerships. The sector is strong and the City consults
regularly with local groups to help meet collective goals.
Local talents and expertise are celebrated and built upon; enrichment
from outside partners is welcomed. The people of Kenora tell stories
to celebrate success and increase the community’s visibility externally
and internally. Kenora is a place of healing and creativity with
education and culture at its core.
The unique culture of the many communities within Kenora (Rabbit
Lake, Coney Island, Kenora, Keewatin) is retained and celebrated.
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“Kenora... a community
that celebrates, cherishes,
and is proud of its vibrant,
inclusive, accommodating
and unique arts and
cultural abilities.”

“That culture, in all its
many forms, be embraced
by this community as
a vital means by which
Kenora can and will
grow and develop into a
healthier, more vibrant and
prosperous community –
an enviable place to live,
do business, and visit.”

“Exploring, honouring,
celebrating, mourning and
reflecting on the human
experience at an incredibly
beautiful cultural,
ecological and economic
crossroads.”

“I would like to see more
people include arts/
cultural experience in their
everyday lives more often.”

vision for culture in kenora 2016-2020

5

Kenora Municipal Cultural Plan – Working Chapter #2

Spaces and Places
Spaces and places for culture are an integral and key part of the vision
for Kenora’s cultural development going forward.
Residents see a Kenora where there is a small or mid-size performing
arts centre, a place to gather together. In addition, there should be
a network of small and medium sized spaces for the practice and
presentation of arts disciplines, with one idea being the development
of a partnership with local clubs. Youth are welcomed in these spaces.
There is also a recognition of a need to share resources and spaces and
work collectively to achieve goals.
Staff and residents share concern over two additional community
projects: firstly, developing and implementing a vision for Tunnel
Island (with many ideas – from a First Nations village, to a negotiation
centre, to a site for guided walks of sacred areas), and ensuring the
Kenricia Hotel is restored and put to good use.
Finally, landscaping and pleasant streetscapes are an important part of
the vision of Kenora’s cultural development.

A World-Class Four-Season Destination
Kenora is considered a gem with immense potential to attract
outsiders from across North America. Residents would like to see
Kenora ‘on the map’ as a place to go, winter or summer.
While there is acknowledgement that it can’t be built overnight, some
community members see potential in a “Banff Centre” model, an
educational and cultural facility that would serve the local community
as well as attract others. This is a vision of culture as a draw to Kenora
for new residents— as a ‘Mecca’ for cultural activities, learning,
retreats, and education training.
More broadly there is a sense of a Kenora with tourism built on the
beauty of the location, and where the forests, lakes and wilderness and
cherished and protected. There are an increased number of outdoor
events.
Above all it is a place where there are things to see and do to
complement Kenora’s natural attraction.
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“Fishing in the day -dinner & theatre at night”

“People coming
together to celebrate our
history, our talents, our
relationship with the lake
and the forests.”

“Developing a shared
place, for all, that Kenora
& area residents, seasonal
guests and travelers will be
sure not to miss.”

“A performing arts centre
that showcases local and
outside talent including
theatre, music and visual
art.”

“[Celebrating] our
uniqueness in the arts,
culture and heritage
aspects while maintaining
a balance with nature.”
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APPENDIX A: List of Participants
Steering Committee
• Jennifer Findlay, Economic Development
Officer
• Lisa Moncrief, Regional Advisor, Government
of Ontario (Ministry of Citizenship &
Immigration, Culture and Tourism, and
Health Promotion)
• Lori Nelson, Director, Lake of the Woods
Museum
• Tara Rickaby, Planning Administrator
• Erin Roussin, Director, Kenora Public Library

Senior Staff & Council
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mayor Dave Canfield
Karen Brown, CAO
Councillor Charito Drinkwalter
Jennifer Findlay, Economic Development
Officer
Councillor Ron Lunny
Councillor Rory MacMillan
Barb Manson, Parks Supervisor
Councillor Rod McKay
Colleen Neil, Recreation Services Manager
Lori Nelson, Director, Lake of the Woods
Museum
Heather Paterson, Tourism Development
Officer
Tara Rickaby, Planning Administrator
Councillor Louis Roussin
Erin Roussin, Director, Kenora Public Library
& library staff members Cathy Peacock, Marg
Eisler, Crystal Alcock and Pat Kornas
Councillor Sharon Smith
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Public Meetings & Panel Session
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lil Anderson, Freelance author
Kristen Bailey, KACL Community Arts Hub
Rick Brignal, Wordfest
Cecil Burns, Kenora Scottish
Dean Carrie, LOWCA
Deborah Cruikshank, community member
and business owner
Penny Cummine, Diocese of Keewatin/St.
Alban’s Cathedral
Iain Davidson-Hunt
Councillor Charito Drinkwalter
Liz Doyle
Bernice Dubec, community member
Daren Gallivan
Angela Gibson, LOWCA
Mort Goss, Lake of the Woods Heritage
Festivals Inc.
Jennifer Findlay, Economic Development
Officer, City of Kenora
Terry Hawkins, LOWCA
Sue Johnson
Kimberly Kahoot
Mike LeMaistre, YPN, LOWCA
Jan Lindstrom, Museum Board
Deb MacDonald, Trylight Theatre Company
Lyn Mackay, Trylight Theatre Company
Irene McChaig, LOWCA
Lisa Moncrief, Ministry of Tourism and
Culture
Lori Nelson, LOW Museum
Elsie Neufeld, LOWAC & Writers Group
Catherine Petracek, community member
David Petracek, community member
Kay Rasmussen, community member
Gwen Reid, 7 Generations
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•
•
•
•
•

Councillor Sharon Smith
Jon Thompson, media
Judy Underwood, public health
Carol Vanasse
Pam Wiinikka, community member/business
owner

Youth Meeting
• Focus group of 10 Beaver Brae Secondary
School students
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APPENDIX B: Results of Public Meetings (notes)
Public Meeting & Panel Session Collected Notes
Strengths of Kenora Culture
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The community itself
The land and the people
First Nations Heritage unique to Kenora
Diversity of activities (visual, theatre, pow
wows) – value the diversity and contribution
of culture to quality of life, adds pleasure and
enrichment; and we value the opportunity to
participate or partake as an audience
Diversity of artists, aboriginal artists
Accessibility
Affordability
Welcoming/ Friendly / Inviting / Supportive
Volunteerism
Strong sense of achievement
Pace of life is good
We’re moving forward progressively with
culture
There’s no urban sprawl
Natural attraction/natural beauty
(harbourfront, forests, lakes, parks, rivers)
We know our neighbours
Harbourfront
Groups are coming together
Homegrown festivals and activities (local
music, actors, writers, heritage, festivals, gifts)
Gifted people
A lot happening in a lot of places (e.g.
churches, pow wow grounds, hockey rinks,
bars)
Growing sector (e.g. 2 recording studios)
Growing audience to support events
High quality
Value enrichment as participant and as an
audience member
Ethnic diversity – multicultural festivals
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• Physical place for crossroads of 2 cultures –
lots of trade, this is a Trading Place
• Significant heritage and history to this place
• Established groups have been around for a
long time (Kenora District Festival of the
Arts – 54 years, Trylight Theatre – 10 years, 2
presenting music groups been around for 20
years)
• Common ground project – opportunity for
dispute resolution centre, as that land was
used for settlement/trade
• Archaeological sites
• Pictographs, petroglyphs
• Young Professionals Network
• Promotion of tourism and the economy
• Traditional preparation of food – wild rice,
smoking meat and fish, tanning hides –
traditional practices that are still done
• Pow wows bring in people from other
communities and the US
• Strong backing of culture in our community
• Tapping into new resources and utilizing
existing resources and expertise
• Diverse cultural groups, multicultural and
various ethnic groups
• Creating pride in their culture
• Have many strong ‘characters’
• The Lake
• In the middle of nowhere but we have
everything we need right here – artists,
fantastic quality of music, quilters and
museum
• Strong cultural institutions (museum, library)
• Proximity to Winnipeg - get spillover
(contributes to us and we can feed on it)
• Aboriginal presence – amazing people (also
a challenge to learn how to work together;
social issues)
• Discovery Centre will be a great addition
to explore Kenora’s history in an interactive
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fashion
• Growing and vibrant

Challenges of Kenora Culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial
Leadership
Lack of a cultural plan
Demystifying culture
Fragmentation
Isolation (physical)
Communication about events – getting the
word out – need ONE events listing
Space or hub for artists
Artists live like Batman, worker by day and
artist by night – credibility and attitude
Communication to get people off the couch
Culture is spoon-fed in larger centres – here
you have to look for it or organize it
Counter opinions that ‘there is nothing to do’
Negative mindset of ‘local is not as good’
(local=not professional) – it’s just Kenora (It’s
more a problem of consumption, we’re still
producing)
Perceived competition between arts space and
ice space
Lack of arts space and affordable meeting
space
Need for nurturing
Sidewalks roll up in the summer
Old Kenora and new Kenora (industrial sector
vs. new cultural paradigm)
Artists are not valued – don’t make a living at
it
Seen as elitist
Pulling in native community
Communicating with/welcoming new
residents
Gap between young and old – young people
have a culture of their own
Volunteer coordination and nurturing
Creating an awareness
Lack of partnerships and knowledge
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Lack of inclusiveness
Lack of buy in of large part of the community
Lack of venues and support for local artists
Maintaining and celebrating our diversity –
First Nations included
Lots happening – if there was one virtual
space to tell us where events are then there
would be a focus
Heritage buildings are left empty a lot of the
time
Culture seen as luxury
Cultural silos/fragmentation – confusing to
the community: there should be a common
structure for the arts
Pulling the native community into the
downtown – raise awareness and integration
Policy for public places and for public art
Modern, younger injection of aesthetic
Winter is a challenge
Need to educate community that culture is an
economic generator
Isolation from Ontario
No definitive community events calendar
– where do you hear about events. It’s a
challenge
Advertising in surrounding areas
Lack of a building for performing arts
Funding (for projects and operating)
There’s a social stigma around culture – arts
and culture come last, not as important as
health care and other ‘charitable’ initiatives
Lots of people still have their head in the mill
– getting over the industry
Museum has trouble getting local people to
come (attracting locals to cultural institutions)
Creative folks are here but need assistance to
professionalize - professional development
opportunities are needed, for example in
visual arts (learning how to curate a show
thematically, how to use lighting)
Places for gathering are needed – currently
use kitchens, gardens, homes, Ho Jo coffee
house
It is a challenge that there is no central ‘place’
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or creative ‘hub’ for performance, etc.
• Need strategy to overcome stigma and educate
community

Activities & Facilities
• Need venues – not necessarily new – need
funding to renovate (e.g churches downtown)
• Stories and sharing them (e.g. through books
and other means)
• Action against poverty
• Celebration 4 seasons
• Embracing winter activities
• Eco tourism
• Celebration of heritage buildings
• Murmur
• Promotion of local talent on the world stage:
i.e. the world comes here to visit – let’s take
advantage of it
• Building a centre to educate visitors about our
culture
• More festivals of every kind (e.g. literary)
• ‘I stayed in Kenora’ campaign /profile,
promote artists
• Need more cultural industries (e.g. design
studios, website, graphic, architectural) – link
to new media (art and design in web-based
applications)
• More artistic/cultural activities for kids/youth
(not all sports)
• Education is crucial to transform thinking to a
cultural lens
• Space for arts that is not a church
• Partnerships between arts groups &
community
• Encouraging people to come out to events
• Showcasing the arts
• Volunteer bureau and volunteer coordinator
• Portal (need to fix it)
• Artists and writers in residence programs
• Space – accessible, multiuse, cultural
• Bring back multicultural festival
• Infrastructure/building partnerships with
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

aboriginal community
Encouraging people to live in the community
Centre for the performing arts
Shared spaces for different arts
Building organization and barrier free
building
Venues: need a venue for cultural education
Pow wows are a creative space, very date
specific
Need a concerted effort to name every event
and encourage all events
Maintain and grow festivals
Develop children and seniors programs
Municipal staff person for grant writing and
support person (cultural liaison and cultural
planner)
Pow wows should be integrated and marketed
Strong culture of music, visual arts, theatre,
dance, writers
Ensure facilities are affordable to all
Multiuse, adaptable, dedicated cultural space
Outdoor space
Classrooms
Gap for entertainment excluding mid teen age
group
Transportation to and from ski hill for
activities
Transportation to events
Getting people out to help plan events – those
who are complaining should participate
Medium sized cultural centre for performing
arts (not a church) and arts (all artists should
be represented, showcase individual artists’
works, facility can rent out space and take
commission from sale of pieces); studio
space for artists to rent; theatre school; art
workshops – artists from all over Canada
come here to paint in the summer, tourists
and artists from different communities would
come here and rent hotels, etc.
Need to ensure organizations continue to
flourish
Outreach program to develop an education
program in a retreat-like setting
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• There’s an education component – need
someone to spearhead, like a very special
Executive Director
• Need to mobilize potential of corporate
sponsorship (there is a lot of willingness to
contribute, but learning how to tap into these
resources)
• Heritage Kenora – need to continue to
officially designate buildings
• Address the community – need to overcome
stigma and apprehensions around culture
• Education process needs to happen around
culture’s role in the community – especially
in terms of economics – people ask ‘what
about the jobs’ – but need to put energy and
resources into what is now a fledgling industry
• Big marketing campaign needed
• Economic value that brings people to the
community
• Need to demonstrate that your community
has embraced arts and culture
• Need someone to play a coordinating role –
everyone’s a volunteer
• LOWAC doesn’t have paid staff
• Common Ground Story telling is important to
the community
• Aboriginal partnerships that have been
developed should be maintained and new
partnerships forged
• Festivals and events can grow
• Literary arts – 50 members in fledgling
organization – wordfest new festival
• A “Banff ” type centre
• An arts space
• Small spaces
• Are doing a strategic plan at Knox – could
make space available for University of
Winnipeg
• Need to build facilities
• Studio/performance (e.g. dance rooms)
• Teaching programs (e.g. art rooms)
• Gathering space or meeting rooms (try not
to detract from classes that occur in local
businesses)
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• Confederation College does have a space for
arts
• There is a lot of ‘classroom’ space in the
community
• Third floor of Lakewood School is empty
• No dedicated space for performance
• Lack of free meeting spaces or spaces with
web access
• Knowing where to go for meeting space is a
challenge
• Need a master list of local spaces
• Encourage more ‘farmer’s market’ spaces –
what about doing a separate artisans market to
bring people downtown – they need a forum

Role of Municipal Government
• Support from municipality
• Support for all organizations and festivals (e.g.
farmers market, craft market)
• Support for volunteers
• Adopt the cultural plan
• Donate land – help with the facility
• Support arts
• Share advertisements – workshops, promote
to Winnipeggers
• Hub of coordination, marketing, promotion
• Education re: how to market and promote
• Public buildings and facilities
• Arts and culture education in schools – get
ball rolling
• Creating employment in the city in the area of
culture
• Assist in marketing and promoting specific
events
• Better billboarding
• Cultural planner
• Throw more money at it
• Don’t build another hockey area
• Don’t lump culture into tourism
• Bylaws /support/visibility of municipal events
• Public art
• Shared advertising, promoting, Kenora
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

through Winnipeg Free Press
Coordination
Marketing and promotion for the facilities
that they are responsible for
Source of information
Leadership role to celebrate what we have
Culture becomes a value lens through which
the city does everything (e.g. economic
development: we value our heritage buildings,,
we do not want any big box stores)
Help find space for artists to participate (lower
overhead costs)
Volunteer coordinator
Leadership role by providing funding,
donating land, supporting volunteers
Support cultural plan and not just have a plan
but take action on it
Cultural plan should be incorporated in
strategic planning of community
Council support is important
Very pleased that it is doing its part – is the
new Council happy to follow along?
Economic development is going in the right
direction
Would like recognition of importance of
cultural initiatives – that the Municipality
is willing to INVEST in opportunities and
infrastructure, and publicly saying so
There is an education process that needs to
happen both at the general public level and at
the level of the politicians
Sharing information with the BIZ

Priorities/Vision
• Arts centre
• Art and artisan market separate from farmers’
market
• Showcasing Kenora as a community
• Planner
• Space for events, education and teaching
• Standalone arts centre
• Marketing strategy
• First Nations/aboriginal
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural attractions/environment (lake, forest)
Creating employment in arts
Celebrating communities
Growth
National recognition (e.g. Banff)
Restore the Kenricia hotel
Same message – everyone needs to get on the
same page (leaders and staff)
Cultural planner/volunteer coordinator
Space designated for these events – education/
teaching
Grassroots support from the community
Educate our public in our existing
demographic – how many people make a
living in the arts, and how many left for
artistic pursuits
Educating the public on the entire scope of the
arts
Social marketing campaign
Fill the year with events
Hire a cultural officer/coordinator
Dedicate capital funds for a space
Dedicate resources through marketing for
existing cultural programming
Protect our natural heritage
Marketing campaign to dispel myths
Restore the Kenricia with a cultural
component (heritage property tax relief)
Inconsistent messages from subcommittees
and councillors
Common Ground
Arts centre – visual arts, exhibition and studio
space
PAC
Art and artisan market in the summer (tent)
Unique and local advertising, showcasing
Kenora in a good way (e.g. half hour show,
youtube, commercials, videos)
Safe and accepting place of diversity, concrete
diversity plan, inviting diverse cultures to
Kenora to write about Kenora
Municipality adopting cultural policy is a first
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

step
Cultural policy/Council officially recognizing
culture (philosophical piece of buying in).
Need a case to sell to the public
Promotion and awareness around need to
push both economic issues and happiness
Have more sessions to overcome feelings of
being threatened
Facilities are needed – an arts centre must be
part of the plan
Developing capacity for programming –
meeting spaces (in preparation for Centre)
Marketing and awareness campaign regarding
importance and economic impact and benefits
– need to document
In a ‘Banff centre’ – can’t manufacture it
overnight
Place of healing, creativity
Develop expertise – a ‘slow grow’
Core is education/culture
Tunnel island is fully developed (e.g. there
have been discussions about a Roundhouse)
Summer residents
Arts space/arts centre is key
Collaborative approach

Additional notes:
• Integrating in curriculum of local school – art,
drama, music
• Showcasing arts and culture in your heritage
• Film festival between schools
• Volunteer burnout – same people – a
challenge
• Volunteer bureau – great resource for
volunteers
• Newcomers feel unwelcome: Kenora has been
a hard move for new family
• Kenora portal.ca
• Writers festival, exhibits
• Anthology – showcase art
• Kids writing monologues on racism
• Graffiti artist
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• Facilities – no facilities for adult art students
• Art centre – galleries
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Youth Session Notes
What do they participate in?
• Participate in pow wows (dance, attend);
write songs; play in a band (piano, and other
instruments); hockey & other sports, music,
choir and drama classes, model UN, judo.

Where do they do it?
• Ne Chee Centre – cooking, drumming, crafts
• At school, at homes
• Go to Winnipeg for concerts – but it’s a full
day to go there and back, or you have to plan
to stay overnight
• School trips to Winnipeg, Science centre, etc.

Barriers?
• Progressing in skill level – same teacher for 4
years; no vocal lessons anymore
• Availability of diverse or more niche type
activities

Characteristics of youth culture:
• Having to take initiative – no one will provide
it, you have to organize it
• Music, hockey are very big

Need to do a better job of communicating/awareness:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Put up posters to advertise
Facebook (don’t always read newsletters)
Announce in class assemblies/gym
Radio, paper – don’t pay attention
Kenora is too big for word of mouth
How to work on public announcements?
Concerts on the Harbourfront will be great
when that’s done
• Need more things for young people to do at
night
• Underage – can’t attend many concerts where
alcohol is sold
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Top 5 Priorities:
• Doing a good thing with the harbourfront –
first project where they’ve paid attention in a
long time
• Better access to quality spaces for rehearsal
• Improved recreational facilities and access,
e.g. basketball nets
• Music program in schools for kids is
dying – some get to grade 9 without ever
having learned an instrument properly (one
commented that she would have liked to join
band but didn’t have enough background to
start in that in high school)
• School is getting better at offering a diverse
range of courses (e.g. have fashion design,
yearbook/journalism, dance)
• Challenge: e.g. to find drummers – hard to
have a band

Vision:
• Would like to show a bit of everything to the
community – broaden the range and have
things available
• Bring in people from out of town, be exposed
to different things
• More variety of music
• A place for local bands (e.g. like Winnipeg
Folk Festival)
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APPENDIX C: Results of Web Survey
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WEB SURVEY COMMENTS

I struggle to see anything of value culturally anymore

Note: Comments have been edited for spelling errors.

I think Kenora has some great visual artists and musical
talent.

Strengths
QUESTION #1: What are the main strengths/
highlights/unique positive qualities of Kenora’s
cultural scene or conditions, in your view? What do
you value about culture in Kenora?

I think Kenora, despite lack of support from council, has
a very strong cross-section of arts and cultural focused
communities.

Visionary efforts -The lake

I value the music especially the Blues festival. I would
like to see more festival like opportunities here in
Kenora with camping and music close at one site like
Trout forest music festival in Ear Falls.

A lot of local talent as well as the ability to draw some
higher profile acts to Kenora (especially at Harbourfest).

It seems completely driven by the will of the
community and volunteers.

Ability/willingness to bring in big name artists for the
summer habourfront event.

Kenora could use powwow as a unique draw for
tourism

Art in the park in the summer. LOWAC has contributed
so much in the last 2 years. This has influenced my
survey results to be neutral or satisfied as opposed to
dissatisfied. Trylight theatre is positive as is open mic
night at the Cornerstone. The musem also offers good
programming.

Kenora has a wealth of talent that should be supported
and celebrated. Culture brings life and sustains
longevity of a community. We have a spiritual and
breathtaking environment here for culture to manifest
and spread all across the world and most importantly,
to our youth.

Beautifully situated. Small population makes
networking easier.

Kenora is diverse and when different groups work
together it becomes cool, eclectic and positive Kenora
is not snobby

Because of our size, it is possible for all members of the
arts community - organizers, artists and public to share
ideas and get to know one another. It is also possible
to stay informed of all events happening here because
there aren’t generally many arts events on the same
night.
Committed individuals, community support, ability for
people to get involved in a different type of activity
dedicated artists and presenters
eco-tourism, diversity
events are driven by grass roots organizations and
people. Highlights are: Harbourfront series, performers
coming in regularly, the museum.
excellent museum, art group, business that promotes
culture (hojo’s), music events brought to kenora other
than “bar bands”, wpg symphony, story telling series,
etc
Extremely talented and diverse collection of musicians
of all musical genres First Nations culture (drumming,
singing, dancing, pow-wows, art)
First Nations events Trylight Theatre Live music at
various locations Visual arts presence (LOWAC- studio
tour, KACL Community Arts Hub)
I am very proud of the grassroots level that has
been forced to emerge as the groups that claim to
be interested in culture in this town are clearly only
interested in the culture that will benefit them.
I appreciate the summer harborfront music scene, the
visibility of LOWAC projects (2x2 etc).
I love the aboriginal art and spirit in Kenora.
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Kenora is losing its culture because the young people
are having to leave to find work leaving the town an
aged crowd. Without these young people spending
money on the community and volunteering i see the
future being bleak.
Kenora is on the brink of becoming something new and
bigger than it is now. We have the art, it’s growing, we
have people that want to help with the change...... we
have the beauty to attract all types of people.
Kenora’s artistic and cultural communities have really
jumped in to recreate our post-mill-town identity. We
have truly talented, amazingly passionate, and creative
people here, and they are contributing to a beautiful
rebirth for this community in so many different ways.
Kenora’s cultural scene is diverse with artists and
performers doing their crafts in multiple mediums.
Artists & Performers in Kenora have really formed an
artistic community which has helped foster new ideas
and great networks between everyone involved in the
artistic scene in Kenora.
Kenora’s geographical placement makes it perfect
for many outdoor events such as Music, Fishing, Film
festivals, and Carnivals of all sorts.
lake, natural beauty, august long weekend.
love the murals. I wish there were more multicultural
events
Music, aboriginal art,
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Natural spaces. There are quality arts/entertainment
available to the public but few people read the local
paper and listen to local radio - there is a need for more
advertising online and otherwise to reach the majority.
our native culture, the concert groups and celebrations
on our harbourfront.
Our strengths are our Volunteers and that our
community is on board to improve our cultural scene.
What’s unique about Kenora’s culture is our First
Nations community and our natural resorces.
Ours, is a culture of sport. Fishing, Hockey, Rowing...
etc. We focus on athleticism, spending all of the
recreational/cultural budget on improving these things.
It’s great for athletes.
The beauty of our area that is ‘busting at the seams’
to become the ‘natural backdrop’ to showcase local,
national & world TALENT! I value the most - the
diversity - BOTH the rich history from our Aboriginal &
NON Aboriginal ancestors.
The dedicated efforts made by volunteers to enhance
the cultural makeup of the city
The diversity and passion of our artists. The unique
perspective of “common ground”, shared place
and shared connection to the land/earth/waters.
A willingness to collaborate as a vital, energetic
community.
The diversity of the artists and their abilities.

the murals. the history
The museum and library are excellent facilities and I
support both. I also value the dedicated volunteers
that bring in/organize events
The nascent music scene that Heritage Festivals and
Laclu Industries have helped maintain and promote
over the years has helped relieve the tedium as have
the Concerts on the Lake put on by Lucia Melnick
The people who volunteer their time and effort to bring
events and provide space for art to happen. I value
the growing creative community who work hard to
enhance Kenora.
The public is supportive and wishing to encourage
further advancement and presentation of the arts.
The variety of art formats that are thriving in Kenora...
music, and visual arts
There is a lot of talent
There are many groups working in Kenora that have
really dedicated members and a strong following, but it
is very compartmentalized. There is some collaboration
but I think there could be more. We have very talented
artists, musicians and performing arts people in
Kenora. There is a growing sense of pride in Kenora.
We are coming out of our shell of being just a Pulp and
Paper town and are embracing becoming a Tourism
Destination and Arts Hub. We need to keep feeding this
momentum.

The emerging relationship between indigenous
and settler peoples will be the story of the next
century. Community leaders are working to create a
grassroots, non-partisan, anti-racism movement that
will eventually define our people. For a city of its
size, Kenora has a phenomenal scene in all of the arts.
Its strength is its isolation, which allows artists to be
free of the constrictions of established norms in larger
centres and discover something genuinely new. Most
importantly, Kenora’s artists consider the production
and celebration of their art to be a social good, in
the absence of the potential to garner a living wage
from the craft. This creates “scenes,” which contribute
positively to culture, as there is no government
intervention or private sector sponsorship. Any cultural
plan should preserve this independence, with emphasis
on avoiding the commercialization of art and the
recognition that - like clean water - art is a social good,
not an economic good.

There are many incredibly talented artists who are
willing to contribute to our local arts scene. There are
many who also like to partake in cultural activities.

The fishing and the lakes are our biggest asset. I value
the energy of the groups that put on events from pow
wows to breakdancing to live bands in Kenora.

We have alot people working to improve the arts &
culture in our community.

Used to be better before all the First Nations drawings
included in everything, including the city logo. Tired of
looking at it all over the place; is Kenora more than a
First Nations community or isn’t it ???????
visual and audio arts seem to abound. Summertime
festivals and powwows are excellent opportunities to
catch some local talent. Having a powwow in town
would be an awesome experience for many.
Volunteerism is great in the city. Commitment to
events during the summer is great (except for July 1st)
We are diverse. We live in a beautiful place. We have an
interesting history. We have a strong group of artists.
We are working with lake residents (Coney Island Music
Fest) and building partnerships.

The lake and natural environment.

We have an amazing musical scene in Kenora. It is one
of our strengths and we should promote it vigorously.

The launch of LOWAC is a great start, the blues festival
& LOW Concert series

We have many talented artists in Kenora. Everyone is
supportive of each other.

The main positive qualities of Kenora’s cultural
conditions are its diversity in the city among all
peoples. I value the great amount of talent in Kenora.
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We have this amazing place we live in. To be able to
offer the extreme art/cultural talents of those who live
here to the tourists and the local people would only
benefit this community.
what is our culture?? need i say more....

CHALLENGES
QUESTION #2: What are the main weaknesses or
challenges in Kenora’s cultural environment? What
needs work?
Town council needs to support more arts.
There is lots going on in Kenora but we just aren’t there
yet in making sure people can be informed about
it. There is no performing arts centre or location to
showcase this talent. People who currently run some of
the long standing cultural events have not kept up with
social media avenues for promotion (although they are
trying).
Lack of proper space for events.
Continuing with local artists in public spaces. The issue
of street people, drunks, substance abusers needs to
be dealt with. I recognize the magnitude of the issue
but who wants to go to a park to see art when there are
‘parties’ and associated unacceptable behavior going
on, not me and definitely not tourists. The murals need
work, the project just died off.
Overcoming cultural stigmas existing in the
community. Overtaxed volunteers.
We could use some coordination of events and a one
stop place to find out about everything that is going
on in the city - a decision needs to be made by the
arts community about how to do this and then it
would become “how we do things around here”. This
coordination would also make it easier for patrons to
find out what’s happening and where such as in the
“what’s On Winnipeg” site or in weekly publications
like Halifax’s “the Coast” We could use some multi use
arts space that is smaller in scale from a proposed Arts
Center for art shows, dance, small performances. Many
smaller spaces instead of one big one in various areas
and neighborhoods of the city. Better integration
of schools and their arts programs and the adult
community. Diffusing any competitive attitudes only collaboration fits with the size of our arts scene.
Changing our idea that art can make money - culture is
not about making money!
Lack of quality instruction, lack of facilities
no performance space, or exhibition space
co-operation amongst groups to not stage events
on the same night. Realistic goals for a performance
centre
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there are a few key people that keep the cultural
scene alive - Lucia Melnick and Mort Goss. If they stop
working, the cultural scene will suffer badly. We need
to reward these individuals and have them mentor
successors. It would be good to have a stronger
Aboriginal cultural centre and activities.
need more representation of first nations talent in
harbour events, appreciation of native art, dances,
history. more emphasis on lake of the woods, history
(first nations & anglo), environment, downtown theme,
clean air!
- extremely fragmented music ‘scenes’ - lack of
affordable venues for ‘all-ages’ shows - lack of effective
and affordable promotion of locally-produced events.
An arts venue is needed, which could include a gallery
space, performance/stage area, cafe/bookstore/
boutique. Poor attendance at shows that are wellattended in other cities (advertising needs work?)
Communication and partnerships between First
Nations leaders/elders/representatives and the rest of
the community. Kindness and respect for one another.
There are no resources for the youth outside of
schools to create their own cultural scene, there is
very little diversity. There are no venues unless you
are pigeonholed into playing the music acceptable
or making the art acceptable for the particular group
organizing it.
Communication is poor in that the tourism website
is often not current or correct. When I’ve called them
for info, they often don’t have more info than I do. Of
course they have to depend on the organizers to give
them correct info.
We just need to show it off more!
The city needs to see the value and support local
business/artists.
I think Kenora needs more focus on First Nations
culture.
Lack of shared space to hold events; a lot of mini
events- benefit from more collaboration between
small committees to create larger, better attended
and organized functions; not enough support from
council... lots of red tape in organizing outdoor festivals
and concerts.
We need a venue for music and theatre that can
accomodate small, intimate performances and also
provide options for larger crowds like 400-500 people.
Needs space/venue.
Racism
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I feel like Kenora is not organized in this department
in the least. it feels like they just want to throw some
energy and money at the topic and “hope” it covers the
basic needs. City needs to adapt a “cultural position”,
that takes charge of this project. They need to create
measurable goals and make a long term game plan in
this area. They have made expensive decisions (the
tent) that put all of our cultural equity into one pot
instead of reviving existing buildings or real estate
that already exist. It seems like their bigger and better
attitude bites them in the butt quite regularly and I
think a lot of the community would be crushed if they
RUSH into this plan without taking it very seriously. I
feel like for retention of youth and young families, this
is essential for Kenora to make a huge priority. It can be
a huge year round employer, boost tourism and retain
our own citizens. it doesn’t always have to be about
money. They need to start seeing Kenora in a bigger
light, all year round, Mon-Fri instead of from Winter
Carnival to harbourfest. We are MUCH more than that.
infrastructure, facilities and support for the idea of
making Kenora an arts community
Work, the town needs people to work.
Support from the city. Money to build a cultural centre
or a centre for the arts. Communication and channels
need to start opening up!
Kenora, generally, still has a lot of historical baggage.
We have cultural and racial division that we are slowly but have not yet - overcome. We also have to overcome
the stigma of being “just a small, remote town” and
realize that we have abilities here that rival those of any
large urban centre. We need physical spaces to gather
en masse. We need events and opportunities to draw
us all together, to have fun together, to celebrate and
enjoy the positive attributes that we all bring to the
mix.
Venues. Beyond a doubt, the lack of viable venues
for performance and displaying of art is the Kenora’s
biggest weakness & greatest challenge.
Kenora doesn’t take advantage in producing and
promoting more Festival type events. Not enough
Effort is placed on putting on Higher-Quality events to
attract more tourists. Kenora seems to be flying with
the Motto “It’s good enough”.
not nearly enough events, night life, organized
activities, nice accommodations. Small business owners
NOT willing to invest in their own businesses and open
for reasonable hours. Restaurants closing on sundays
and for weeks at a time for “vacation” without staffing
for these times and etc etc etc.....
need for volunteers
need a performing arts venue venue (tent)...we need
an aboriginal gallery/ display for the tourists.. we need
ethnic food vendors on the street
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Advertisment - but not a big, glowing billboard. Posters
in the community are charming and more wall postings
would be more appropriate than something garish and
flashy. Also more appreciated.
We need a good venue for the performing arts, a
central location where groups can practice, learn
and perform. A place that will hold a large amount of
people, a meeting place.We need to promote our native
culture as well as multiculturalism and our community’s
history.
Making the transition from a Mill town mind set to
a tourism based community! We also have a large
separation between the First Nations communities and
the rest of Kenora.
For those people who are not athletes, they are left out.
Musicians, artists, poets.....all fine arts. These groups are
completely ignored, and all the $’s and resources are
spent on sports.
the non existence of a common meeting place/building
- that is aesthetically appropriate for our area’s natural
beauty, in which every single person living in Kenora can be PROUD of!
The lack of recognition, support and action on the part
of the city/prov.
Our community needs a venue in which to both explore
and express our unique and diverse voices. One which
fosters the opportunity for collaboration and crossfertilization.
The prejudices
The city has a responsibility to ensure it adapts the
dominant cultural spaces under its control to reflect
Kenora’s population and changing values. It must
make an effort to ensure language, ceremonies, and
legitimate cultural homage to indigenous peoples is
definitive in its soul and identity. Kenora is a fruit
basket of cultural empires who are unwilling to heed
their artistic autonomy for the sake of cooperation. This
is not its weakness, although it is sometimes perceived
as one. The weakness is the fora (public and private
venues) are unwilling to allow the philosophy of these
empires to have dominion over the spaces they need to
perform their art freely. With the exception of city parks
and Coney Island’s willingness to accept LOWAC visual
art exhibits more-or-less on the artists’ terms, all other
venues for all other forms have restrictions in cost and
more importantly, artistic values that make existing arts
spaces exclusive to the empires that operate them.
Support for the little guys trying to do good for the
community. I would like to see a little for money put
into cultural events and crime prevention.
Weak voice and point of view. Lack of indigenous
contribution.
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There really needs to be more support and a stronger
support & showcase for the Anishinaabe Arts & Crafts.
Like many things in Kenora the arts scene is quite
clique-y. having buskers in the summer would be
great!!
The main weaknesses or challenges in Kenora’s cultural
environment are the lack of funding and the lack of
space or buildings to show off our culture. We need
more funding and more buildings for the use of our
artists be they musicians or artists.
the drunks downtown take away from the beauty
I would love to see a public gallery that both celebrates
local artists, and brings in art from away. A proper
public studio environment where artists could explore
media that has high equipment costs or are dangerous
or unrealistic to do in a home studio environment
(ceramics, printmaking, large scale sculpture, computer
lab). A facility that serves the needs of the music and
dramatic artists would be excellent to have too.
Sad lack of support for culture in Kenora up until the
development of the lakefront with the construction
of the Tent on the Lake. No liaison between the City
and Council with the Schools and their arts and music
programs. A nearly complete lack of vision for further
development of the arts by the Mayors and Councils of
past and present.
The lack of a community centre to have larger events in
our community.
If you are someone who wishes to make a living off of
doing art, Kenora does not advertise or provide enough
opportunities for artists to sell.
A place for artists of all mediums to meet. More
opportunities & mentoring programs for budding
artists.
We need a theater & convention center to attract
visitors

Communication is a huge challenge, but this survey
and the Facebook group are working to address that.
Events calendars are a pain in Kenora. There are too
many of them, not all groups populate their events
on all calendars. I hate reading about events I would
have liked to attend in the paper the day after they’ve
occurred. Historically newspaper and radio have
been the focus of getting the word out about events.
The Miner and News’ readership is declining and
nearly all new vehicles come with satellite radio as
an option. , Without making this too long, we need a
system that fits with what people are using today. We
need a centralized calendar that people can update
themselves, it needs to be able to integrate with
Outlook and gmail calendars, and we need to embrace
social media. Other challenges include funding,
finding affordable solutions to problems, getting local
businesses on board and ensuring that things they
support benefit them too. In question 1 I touched
on the challenge of the different art groups being
compartmentalized - we need more collaboration. We
need to be able to give people a taste of what it’s going
to be about before it happens, for example video clips
of performers who are coming to town. We need to get
people excited so they buy tickets. If people don’t know
what it’s about or don’t recognize the name, they aren’t
going to come out.
There is a HUGE need for a performing arts centre.
We have too long been using school gymnasiums,
churches and harbourfront stages for our local and
visiting performing artists. This would also provide us
with a place to advertise local activities via an outdoor
sign. It could provide studio space for visual artists
as well as meeting/conference areas to generate
additional revenues.
The streetpeople....tourism will never get off the ground
unless something is done about cleaning up the
downtown core ! DISGUSTING !!!!
It is tough to get your name out there with the radio
and paper being the formerly only options. Now with
social media it is much easier to find and participate in
these events. I think more visual art around town like
sculptures would enhance the experience.
It seems to be the same people who volunteer over and
over again. There needs to a change (or give the same
volunteers a break). Space for events is needed, or
perhaps a better use of what we do have.
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We are not getting the support from the top. We do
not have facilities for events, classes, exhibits, etc.
We need a stronger volunteer network. Burn-out is a
big problem here. We need to address the issue of
making our visitors welcome, and letting our summer
people know we appreciate their tax dollars and their
purchases. It’s time we stopped calling people Tobans,
and started calling them Friend. It really makes us look
like red-necks. We need community buy-in--educate
the public about the benefits of cultural development.
We need someone who can take this whole mandate
on...a City position to oversee building this area: to
communicate events/planning/etc.
Plays & performances with a local theme depicting the
history of our community would be great. We need
better facilities for art display and also a centre for
performing arts.
We need to support each other a lot more than we do.
We don’t see all of their work due to lack of venue. I’d
like to see all types of media, craft and performance
showcased. I myself am an artist, but I don’t see where
I can display it. there should be something for all artists
to feel comfortable in showing thier art.
The closed mind of the Town Council.
not enough education or promotion...
More promotion of events Better support for other
organization’s events

Top Priorities
QUESTION #3: What do you see as the Top 3 priorities
for cultural development in Kenora? Please describe.
Work with local First Nations
performing arts centre in Kenora
A proper “home” or facility for cultural events.
bring existing cultural groups together for open
dialogue and concensus

First Nations cultural awareness
Centre for the Arts- MUST HAVE- follow similar model to
Dryden’s development plan
completion of the tent structure in the harbourfront
area
venue
employ a “Cultural Development Officer”
Arts and Education Centre with Theatre
Sustainable economy, jobs
LOWCA - Centre for the arts
creation of public cultural venues, places for group
participation in arts & culture
Venues
More money for Events
More music/concerts
More events involving charities that are fun for local
residents - this would boost community spirit as well
as enrich social awareness of what is important in the
town.
a concert hall
To develope our natural resources for everyone to use
and appreciate.
Aboriginal Culture Integration - Bringing this unique
culture to the forefront
Building a common, shared space for the ARTS - all
inclusive
Proper, four season building with multi use capabilities
A venue for cultural celebration, learning and
collaboration.
More Advertising
Implementing a plan to ensure First Nations people and
culture are reflected in our municipal institutions and
daily operations

Figuring out governance and staffing related to culture
in the city as a whole - cultural plan and Culture and
Tourism Officer employed by the city.

Amassing funds

Concert Hall - year-round

Art showcases in the banks & other downtown shopsSioux Lookout had Satellite galleries in local public
spaces showcasing a variety of local artists

native american museum, cultural centre complex...
make it big & beautiful, spiritual..will bring in visitors,
make residents proud

Individual artistic contribution

Funding

Promotion

tourism

A place for youth to feel free to do their art, whatever it
may be.

developing a community attitude of support for the
arts

deeper sharing opportunities with the local first nations
community

An Arts, Music and Cultural performance centre that
can hold up to 1000 people or be segregated for
smaller groups

educate the city in the value of the arts and art in
general
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Visual Art

sustained coordination in a professional form

art centre

cultural education and awareness on all levels (0- 100
years of age) - in the schools, workshops, seminars, for
seniors... help people understand why culture evolves
and changes over time... MAKE event information easily
accessible on the city website, facebook page and a
community posting board

Theater
Arts Centre
performing arts facility
Deal with the street people problem
Arts centre. Lots of surplus buildings in Kenora

Hiring a cultural development professional/artistic
director

Adequate and sufficient space.

Affordable living, to bring in young families

cultural space for learning and exhibition/concerts

LOWAC - Arts programming

Centre for the performing arts.

cultural bridge-building between First Nations, Metis,
non-Aboriginals

We need to promote ourselves better.
municipal, provincial support beyond financial
Financial Backing
education
arts centre
Variety to reach all different types of cultural interests
ban booze
More events
assistance to all cultural groups for more effective
promotion (especially using social media)
More opportunity/events that grow and showcase
home-grown talent.
get buy-in from Mayor and Coucil
More frequent meetings, retreats and dialogue
between various arts groups - culture awards?
Aboriginal centre
above will bring economic boost to variety of local
artisans, bring in new artists to kenora
Venue
STOP spending 50 000 dollars booking one washed up
band for Harbourfest when a whole weekend of great,
diverse bands can be booked for that price.

Marketing/Promotion
More effort for Higher Quality events
more organized events (such as winter carnival,
harbourfest)
Though it may cost money, commercials on local
channels outside the community which advertise
what we have to offer as a tourist town, as that is now,
apparently, our draw for income.
public sculptures, art, tours of historical buildings, boat
tours of historical boats that used our lake
Close the gap between First Nations and the rest of our
community.
Convention Centre - To have a place to house musical/
artistic performances
Building a state of the ARTS - CENTRE - so renowned
that artists, musicians, performers will know about, and
will make every effort to get here
City supported music program
Greater celebration of Anishnaabe culture and
contemporary artistic expression.
Lower prices
Supporting a role for local artists in tandem with
events-based tourism.

a place for information to be shared effectively (ie
website)

Build infrastructure

the city must recognize the importance in supporting
local arts and artists of all disiplines financially and by
that pay artists for their craft rather than set out to have
amateur contests to garner intellectual property and
exploit the artists in the process

Have Anishinaabe people included from the start of
these decisions

Visual art that is affordable to local people

supporting the initiatives of local artists

Overtake and preserve KENRICIA HOTEL. Create shared
space for non-profit organizations; youth centre and
arts space.

An ongoing series of Arts/Chairs in the Schools for
music, drama and art

cultural groups get together to discuss their future
plans

Musical Arts
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Buildings
harbourfront

A dedicated cultural/arts event
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encouraging the youth in our community
Convention center
Arts and Culture education
advocating for $ for cultural activities
Clean up the downtown; it is disgusting
Summer music, busking, small shows on harbourfront
One place where people can go to find out what is
happening.
creating a city department or position for culture and
art
More sculpture in our parks.
We need to sponsor local art and artisans.
expand on types of media
Exposure/Displays
food
all ages music venue
Promotion of events in a number of different ways ie
newspaper, radio , FB/internet, postings at a variety
of public places (like on a sign.... but not one that you
have to pay $10,000 to advertise on).
finish the waste of money harbourfront
Welcome the tourists..More needs to be done

develop a cultural plan that incorporates the vision
of all the arts and cultural groups that are presently
involved in Kenora
Advertising beyond Kenora
Support- financially, promotionally More support from City for things already happening
First Nations for culture
municipal support (in-kind, staff, financial) for arts &
cultural events and not just under the Tourism umbrella
Financial Aid
More money for Artists from all Media.
renovations to downtown buildings / restaurants. (need
outdoor patios and “on the water” locations.
A variety of activites for locals and tourists alike,
ranging from camping, fishing and hunting, to theatre,
music and social events. Something for everyone must
be offered.
more activities that showcase our uniqueness historical plays, art shows, art markets, etc.
Restore our old buildings instead of building new ones
for our cultural venues.
Consistency - The town should have a plan to make
sure everyone is on the same page

promoting Kenora as a cultural hotspot

Developing programming, cirriculums to become an
educational destination

Providing opportunities to take in cultural events that
are affordable

Plan for long range growth and sustainability of an arts
program

-build an arts centre

More opportunities for collaboration between
Anishnaabe and non-Anishnaabe artists and thinkers.

More comprehensive city wide events calendar,
website, and or publication/zine
rewarding/maintaining our current leaders
explore different locations in kenora for events to be
held. the city will never grow economically when
everything has to be held at the harbourfront due to
pressure from businesses. this city belongs to residents,
too!! too crowded conditions (no parking, etc) cause
visitors and residents to give up attending...not worth
it.

Open minds
Development of youth-friendly, anti-racist, gay-positive
space, operated collectively and cooperatively.
To give purpose to the youth of Kenora and
surrounding communities, while promoting alternate
methods of conflict resolution
financial support
Local artist grants

Co-operation

Education

more resources for art besides elitist groups functioning
on their own agenda

concerts

support all sorts of small business most are artists and
define our culture

A big increase in funding for the Museum and Library
so they can become part of the 21st Century in terms of
technology and opportunity for cultural enrichment

Promotion of local musicians and not just from the local
bars either, but from the city
More cross-cultural events; collaboration with FN
communities

a multidisciplinary facility for the arts

More aboriginal presence in the cultural community
Performance Arts
Library
Better advertising and media coverage of events
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promoting local and visiting cultural activities
Offer more for the baby boomers
enhanced native culture
new band of volunteers.
creating post-secondary arts education in Kenora
More local inspired performances.
We need a building to house arts endeavors.
accessible to all artists
Support for the artists

A place where freedom of expression exists whatever
demographic you fit into. A place that no longer wastes
money on ridiculous bands to play one night when
there is an enormous amount of multicultural talent
to be booked for the same price as one band. Most
importantly, A place for youth of all walks to express
themselves and feel welcome. Youth should be given
opportunities to plan and their ideas should be taken
into consideration.
I would like opportunities to learn more about First
Nation sacred space... guided walks through Tunnel
Island, or other places.

activities

It could be an amazing centre for art and culture but I
don’t see it happening

folk music festival

A great mix of First Nations and other culture together

taking polls to find out what types of cultural events
people are interested in.

I would like to see Kenora begin to truly utilize our
natural resources and create more age appropriate
activities for each community of tourist and locals.
I would LOVE to see a centre for the arts and more
outdoor events.

clean up the city

Vision for Culture in Kenora
QUESTION #4: In a brief sentence, what would be your
vision for culture in Kenora in the next 5-10 years?

To become a cultural destination for people who will
travel to Kenora to attend events including festivals,
concerts, plays or theatre, pow wows, and other
interesting events.

A performing arts centre that showcases local and
outside talent including theatre, music and visual art.

To have a venue to see visiting acts and performances.
For Kenora’s tourism draw to include culture,
performances, and art events. To have bountiful arts
community for tourists to partake in when weather or
the season is not perfect.

A cultural centre which provides affordable, accessible
culture events to Kenora residents and draws in tourists.

Arts and Music mecca of North America. Year round
vacation hot spot and “the place to live.”

In 5 to 10 years Kenora is a destination for artists and
tourists to visit for cultural enrichment and education.

A diverse, exciting Arts centre that stages and presents
enough arts and cultural events in an exciting, central
venue that people will travel from all over to be a part
of it. It’s already happening minus the central venue.

Cultural events year round and make Kenora the place
to come to

Revitalization of the local community clubs and
partnerships forming between those clubs and local
arts community for the benefit of both -small arts
spaces throughout the community and beautification
of those spaces. A medium sized or smaller arts center
being created along with the governance structure
required to support it. More visible arts communities
or orgs starting up in various areas that connect to a
community wide organization such as LOWAC or a city
cultural committee.
Maintain and enhance what we have by encouraging
our key cultural leaders through providing a concert
hall for a venue for events, and encouraging them to
develop successors.
Kenora, the next ‘Seattle”

In 10 years Kenora will be a retirement community.Local
schools will be downsized the price of housing will be
unattainable and Kenora will be a cultural waste land.
Seeing a vibrant arts community within Kenora, having
a centre of the arts building for all locals and vistors
to enjoy, bring in big named artists of all types to
showcase, which in turn will bring people here.......... in
short I see Kenora as a tourist destination that people
want to go to.
My vision is that above and beyond any other message
that appears to visitors or residents, Kenora, at first
glance is a community that celebrates, cherishes, and
is proud of its vibrant, inclusive, accommodating and
unique arts and cultural abilities.
Vibrant venues featuring unique and inspiring
performers and art.
Let’s not concentrate solely on promoting and helping
Painters and Musicians but Start including Video art,
Photo art, and all other experimental media that’s
currently happening in the World at large.
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Hopefully it turns into a bustling tourism town, if it does
not, then it will continue to shrink and become a more
depressing place to call home. Should be modeled after
charlottetown, PEI the wonderful very small city that
thrives on tourism for all age groups.
A town bathed in culture. Not just arts and
entertainment (VERY important) but also things
that interest people who love the forest, lakes and
wilderness we have to offer - in all seasons.
People coming together to celebrate our history, our
talents, our relationship with the lake and the forests
I would like to see a plan that is more than just one
committee’s vision and actually a community’s vision!
The ugly tent with no funding is a prime example of
common mistakes made in this town.We need to be a
four seasons community! Perhaps a lovely boardwalk
on the harbourfront with little shops!! A charming Banff
type feel!
To have an artistic town, that highlights the fine arts.
Developing a shared place, for all, that Kenora & area
residents, seasonal guests and travelers will be sure not
to miss.
I see the gathering of students from the local arts
programs at the coffee shops, lakefront etc. chatting
and enjoying themselves while visitors also stroll by
while they wait for the concert performance at the
music centre/arts centre. Local residents are making
plans to get together before the concert/performance.
The performances offered include local, students, and
outside performers drawn to the location because of
the reputation.
Exploring, honouring, celebrating, mourning and
reflecting on the human experience at an incredibly
beautiful cultural, ecological and economic cross-roads.
The beauty and horror of a shared, bountiful place.
To see all the different things come together to
celebrate in unity
2020: Kenora regularly consults with cultural
communities in isolation to determine their medium
to long-term goals and financially supports events and
infrastructure that will further those goals.
All kinds of arts culture, from breakdancing to dj’ing
and graffiti, from pow wows to jigging and aboriginal
arts. Fun and involving events for the youth
Strong group ethics allowing individual expression
of singular topics with strong community presence.
Financial encouragement.
Satellite mini galleries in local public spaces. /Lowac
studio tour flourishing and strongly supported. Strong
presence of Anishinaabe culture & arts. Town Pow Wow?
I would envision a multi-plex arena for Education and
Events.
I would love to see more people include arts/cultural
experiences in their everyday lives more often
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Develop the local talent and add the enrichment of
outside professionals in Music, Drama, Performance
art, Fine Art through a series of artists-in-residence, arts
chairs, visiting artists. Develop a relationship and liason
with the Banff Centre and the schools of music in U of
M, Thunder Bay, and drama at U of T
That culture would be seen as a core value and not as
something that is seen as an add on.
We should attempt to be like Salt Spring Island in BC.
All groups presently in our community to work
together.
Fishing in the day Dinner & theater at night
I would like to see Kenora host some sort of big
festival. We have the ground work for something big
like growing Wordfest, Harbourfest (how cool would a
floating stage be!), pow-wows, etc. I would like to see an
event that draws 1000+ people into Kenora for a single
event where the city is just bustling with people.
Bringing together people, communities and tourists
to learn, enjoy and provide cultural activities and
performances.
Make the events more visitor friendly. Every where you
go there are the usual “cliques”....every organization has
their chosen few; like-minded indivduals want likeminded individuals or you are seen as the outcast. Be
more open-minded.
Bring more First Nations art into view in town. Create a
vision for tunnel island perhaps some plays or historical
recreations downtown.
a great location that brings in many individuals
throughout the year.
I have always wanted Kenora to become a place where
arts is thriving; an Arts City if you will. I would love
to see the streets alive with buskers in the summer,
festivals, exhibits and classes all year long. Art living
here year round.
To have a beautiful centre to hold concerts. plays,
festivals, and also a place for rehearsals, lessons,
training, etc. More outdoor sculptures and art.
Kenora has a strong arts community, but if it is not
nurtured, we will lose it. It is a valuable asset to this
community and we have to take advantage of it. We
need a physical structure to support the arts and an
aggressive method to promote it.
to be known Canada wide (or world-wide!) as a meeting
place, showplace or gathering for artists of all media
and all experiences (new-comer or well known). I see
the example of Folk Fest being a known venue for
music. Sundance or the TIFF are known for movies. etc.
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That we could be a community like Coombs, BC on
Vancouver Island, that draws people to their arts and
culture. That when people come here, they leave
feeling like they experience the energy of the people
who live here, and with that, they want to come back or
recommend others to come here.
see more cultural foods and have more knowledge so
children are aware of what their own culture is.
Culturally diverse!
get along

OTHER COMMENTS
QUESTION #5: Do you have any other comments you
wish to share?
Tough times..moneywise..It’s a hard go..Work with all
levels of Gov’t..and listen to the people..
Excited that this group is being created to explore this
“Go Team Plaid!”
Thanks for creating a cultural plan! Please make it
more open to ALL citizens and organizations and take
more time with the process (1-2 years) so that there is
community dialogue and buy in to the plan.
if we settle for nothing now, then we’ll settle for nothing
later.

Everything I’ve seen in Kenora that’s termed as art
is lacking in Quality and higher standard. All the
paintings done by local artists are Tacky/Cheesy and of
Low-grade.
simply put Kenora needs private investors (such as John
Gale - which I am unclear if any of that is even taking
place anymore) to invest in Kenora, and the city needs
to organize more events and hire qualified people to
do so, such as a city planner with a degree in Urban and
Regional Planning and experience in “tourist towns”
This is a beautiful town that, as a teenager, I wished
to leave. I am glad I have returned. I simply hope our
money is not wasted on trival, materialistic endeavours
when there are more important and viable ways to
endorse our town to tourists. Tourism is all we have
left right now, and we should focus on ways to bring
people in that interest them, not so much on making
everything look pretty - what good is pretty if everyone
is bored??
We are at a pivotal point in the development of our
community. We should move slowly and with great care
to protect what we have and to develop a community
that respects our values and our love of nature and
community. We should be careful not to sell out to big
business and end up becoming a glitzy, cheap replica
of cheesy touristy towns. Our town has a natural beauty
that we can market and also enjoy without having to
manufacture a fake, plastic, glitzy show!

good luck

We need a community plan. The tent is a prime example
of how this community makes decisions! We need to
be a four seasons tourist destination. We are beautiful
and have so much to offer...Let’s get educated and learn
from other communities about how we can grow!

Keep up the good work!

nope

no

good luck

I think that this process should be more readily available
to the public. I don’t feel that it has been advertised
well enough and the information about the process
and deadlines need to be communicated a lot better.
This could be a great thing for Kenora or just another
obstacle that the arts/music community has to jump
over... Education is power. Knowledge is power. I know
that Dryden has just shot themselves in the foot with
their cultural plan and I don’t want to see Kenora do the
exact same thing.

I strongly believe that honouring and celebrating
the human experience in this place is and will be
important to the understanding of our nation and the
human experience in North America. (The Museum’s
“We were taught differently” hints at the important
understandings to be found in this place.

Think i covered it all.
Thank you for developing this plan.

Municipal, cultural plan -GREAT IDEA!
My goal is to return to live in Kenora in the near future,
however with the economic forecast of the future i have
a hard time seeing this happening.
City of Kenora and its residents coming together and
working as a team. The vision is there, so are some very
brilliant minds....... Let’s take advantage of the stride and
get it done.
Thanks so much for engaging in this process! The
cultural plan is so timely and so very necessary.
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The city awaits the Arts Centre financial plan.
Conducting this survey in the absence of such a plan
limits our discussion, as it is transparently one of the
over-arching reasons these consultations are taking
place.
don’t use city taxpayers money for the building you
want to build. it should be privately owned and run..
why does it have to be built downtown where there
is no parking. join forces with a school board that’s
building a new and split the costs with them, like was
brought up years ago.at least the parking is there..
I would like those in charge to investigate the potential
of local hip hop outreach programs like elemental
impact, which has been modeled after blueprint for life.
Whatever culture Kenora has, it’s invisible.
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Just hoping that Kenora opens up to all of the
comments and suggestions so that we can show
Moneysense that , Yes, we do have Culture in the City of
Kenora.
Only my sincerest best wishes to all who are sharing
their vision and those doing the serious leg work to get
this all going in Kenora and the surrounding area!
I think this is a great initiative and I hope you receive
lots of surveys. Being on Facebook is a smart move and I
think many of the referrals you receive for this will come
from there. Not sure if you have the capacity to track
that, but it would be handy for future reference.
There is tremendous First Nation talent out there and
many plays, musical bands, actors etc..It would be
nice if these could all be brought together for acting
workshops, studio workshops etc...etc...
Kudos to those who have supported the renaissance of
art that has happened in the last couple of years. Lots
of work done on a volunteer basis by committed and
creative individuals.
Our town is on the brink of becoming a regional and
possibly national or even global destination. We have
the backdrop - our beautiful lakes, forests, rock, and
need to enhance this natural beauty with a great
cultural plan! We can draw in the tourists if we plan
properly and have the facilities to host properly.
Don’t let arts and culture fall by the wayside here. It
literally could save Kenora by bringing people here to
enjoy the wonderful arts community we have here.
I appreciate what this committee is attempting to
provide to the area and intend to support as I am able.
There is a great deal of frustration when it comes to
opening the minds of those who feel the arts are a
waste of time and money. I love this town. I would be a
lot prouder of this town if we could open those doors.
I think this is a great idea!!
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Introduction
Background and Context
This document represents the third of three working chapters
leading to the development of a Municipal Cultural Plan for the
City of Kenora.
The two previously completed chapters, “Where Are We Now?”
and “Where Do We Want to Go?” were respectively comprised
of: a status report and inventory of Kenora’s cultural assets, and
documentation of a public consultation process undertaken to
obtain community input on the Municipal Cultural Plan.

This Document
This third chapter takes the information from the first two,
and provides recommendations on strategic directions for the
Municipal Cultural Plan effort, as well as a set of steps needing to
be implemented in order to achieve the goals set out in the plan.
It also assigns responsibilities and timeframes for moving forward,
and provides a set of proposed monitoring tools.

A Beginning for Cultural Planning
While strategic directions are provided within this document,
both the implementation plan and report resulting from this
planning initiative should be viewed as a beginning for cultural
planning and policy development in Kenora—a set of tools for
moving forward rather than a static document.

Ambition for the Plan
Municipal cultural planning in Ontario has taken off in the last
five years as a means of cataloguing the current cultural situation
in communities, devising a plan for local cultural assets, and
finding ways of integrating culture into municipal practices across
all municipal departments.
Municipal cultural planning rests on a recognition of the
four pillars of community sustainability: the cultural, social,
environmental and economic. Culture works to enhance the
social, environmental and economic vibrancy of the community.
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Expectations for the Planning Process
During the course of consultations, municipal leaders shared their expectations and desires for the
outcomes of the planning process. This table itemizes these expectations and describes how each has been
or will be dealt with.

OUTCOME

YES

Providing a baseline of current assets

X

Identification of areas with potential

X

List steps required in order to take advantage of new
opportunities

X

NO

IN PROGRESS

Get message out to public as to importance of culture

X

Provide roadmap for involvement of First Nations

X

Integrate culture into the corporate strategic plan

X

Provide a means of monitoring (e.g. indicators)

X

Plan accepted and championed by Council

X

Deal with things holistically rather than in silos

X

Describe intent of planning process to ensure understanding of
why process was undertaken and why it is a good instrument

X

Plan implemented effectively and immediately as possible

X

Plan becomes vital in all future decisions made by the City
regarding economic development, operations, infrastructure,
special events programming

X

Recognition of community facilities that function as hubs (for
information, gathering)

X

Encourage sharing of stories

X

Directive to apply a cultural lens on municipal operations must
come from leadership

X

Use opportunity of public works to do things artfully

X

Provide a set of key recommendations and identify short and
long-term priorities
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A Vision for Culture in Kenora
During the consultation process, staff, Council and community
members were asked to provide their vision for culture in Kenora in
the next 5-10 years. While specific descriptions varied, a number of
underlying themes were frequently cited:
• Celebration, recognition, pride, understanding, appreciation of
culture
• Culture is a driver for community reinvention
• A home for culture
• Strong partnerships and collaboration
• World-class four season destination
• Culture and education are linked
• Showcasing local talent and welcoming exposure to outsiders
• Complementing and respecting Kenora’s natural features

The draft Vision Statement for Cultural Development in Kenora is:
“Kenora is a vibrant, diverse and sustainable community that values arts,
culture and heritage and our relationship with the natural environment. We
work collaboratively to nurture and celebrate local talent and welcome others
to share experiences in this place of beauty and rich history.”
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‘Made in Kenora’ Definition of Culture
In the first Working Chapter (“Where Are We
Now?”) a provisional definition of the ‘scope’ of
culture for the purposes of the Cultural Plan was
provided.
This definition acknowledged the broad UNESCO
definition of culture whereby “culture is the set
of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and
emotional features of society or a social group … it
encompasses … lifestyles, ways of living together,
value systems, traditions and beliefs.”
However, it also noted the need to narrow down
the definition to ensure it captures specific cultural
activities and cultural places.
During consultations, it was often noted that
culture in Kenora is specific in its inclusion of
appreciation, stewardship of nature and outdoor
recreation as part of the spectrum of cultural
values.
Similarly, youth respondents spoke interchangeably
of hockey and the music scene as part of the
“cultural identity” of Kenora.

Defining Kenora’s Culture
Kenora’s culture is deeply rooted in a unique
landscape which has shaped the identity of its
residents for millennia. The values which have
evolved from this relationship between peoples
and the land has strengthened Kenora’s sense of
community and shared identity.
Kenora’s cultural heritage expresses itself through
many traditions and through the townscapes and
landscapes which connect its past to its future.
Culture in Kenora also plays an important role
in daily life through a wide range of individual
and collective forms of expression and through
community gatherings and celebrations.
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Forms of Cultural Expression
Culture in Kenora finds expression in a wide range
of activities and places, namely:
• Civic Arts (e.g. architecture, landscaping,
public art)
• Communications Media (e.g. TV
broadcasting, print media, radio)
• Crafts (e.g. quilting, wood crafts)
• Design Arts (e.g. graphic and web design
offices)
• Electronic Arts (e.g. cinemas, video, new
media, film)
• Festivals & Events (e.g. civic and independent,
outdoor event sites)
• Heritage (e.g. natural, cultural, material,
museums, historic sites, heritage properties)
• Literary Arts (e.g. non-fiction and fiction
writing, library, bookstore)
• Performing Arts (e.g. music, spoken word
theatre, dance, musical theatre, coffee houses,
community centres, churches, bars, schools,
production facilities)
• Visual Arts (e.g. painting, photography,
sculpture)

DRAFT cultural policy statement
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Draft Cultural Policy Statement
Whose Plan Is It, Anyway?
While this is a Municipal Cultural Plan, there are aspects of ensuring strong cultural development in the
community that are not entirely within the Municipality’s control, such as ensuring strong organization on
the part of the cultural sector and its partners.
Members of the community who have an impact on cultural vitality in the community include institutions,
organizations, businesses, funders, and individuals. These and the Municipality act as agents of cultural
development and have a role in the process of implementing the plan.
This table summarizes the main roles of each:
Municipal Role
Leadership
Encouragement and recognition
Promotion of awareness
Integration
Coordination
Facility provision and development
Planning and facilitation of activities
Support for volunteer organizations
Fund and leverage funding
Foster relationships

Community Role
Organize activities
Advocate
Work collaboratively
Provide leadership
Partner with municipality
Share expertise
Provide input on directions
Support
Foster awareness
Promote and educate

Draft Cultural Policy Statement
By adopting this Municipal Cultural Plan, the City of Kenora will be making a commitment to foster
cultural development and incorporate culture in its planning and decision-making.
The following Draft Cultural Policy Statement describes this principle:
“The City of Kenora recognizes that culture is a pillar of community sustainability.
Cultural vibrancy makes Kenora a better place to live, work, do business and a
more desirable destination for visitors.
In order to support and better integrate culture into its decision-making processes,
the City will actively promote culture, seek out best practices, educate staff
members, and will continue to work in collaboration with and in support of
community organizations.
The City will be a partner in Kenora’s cultural development through leadership,
facilitation, coordination and relationship-building.”
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Recommendations for Cultural Development in Kenora
Overarching Themes
1. Raising the Profile of Culture
2. Integrating Culture into Planning
3. Improving Communication and Promotion
4. Providing Coordination and Support for Community Organizations
5. Addressing Cultural Facility and Gathering Space Needs
6. Maintaining and Developing Aboriginal Partnerships
7. Expanding Lifelong Learning & Professional Development Opportunities
8. Fostering and Attracting Cultural Industries
9. Building Cultural and Environmental Tourism
10. Investing in Cultural Development
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Strategy #1: Raising the Profile of Culture
What’s Happening Now:
Since Moneysense Magazine published an article calling Kenora a ‘cultural wasteland,’ a community of artists
has sprung up to make the point that Kenora is anything but. Many smaller-scale activities are taking place
in settings such as the local bars, kitchens, and arenas. The music scene is thriving at the moment.
Culture has similarly been brought to the forefront with recent larger-scale and City-led initiatives, such as
the downtown revitalization, Heritage Kenora, the Harbourfront Tent and the Discovery Centre.
Despite the increased visibility and momentum in the local cultural sphere, however, there is a strong sense
that the ‘cultural message’ and a strong understanding of culture’s relationship to personal and community
well-being is not comprehensively documented or widely recognized. There is also a lack of a public policy
framework to describe how a healthy cultural environment is to be fostered and supported.
The Cultural Plan goals should include bringing visibility and recognition to culture.

Vision: Culture’s role in the community is understood, recognized and celebrated.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

1.1 Adopt Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan and guiding principles.

X

1.2 Form a Municipal Cultural Plan Committee comprised of Staff and
community representatives in order to oversee implementation of this Plan.

X

X

1.3 Collect current attendance, membership and volunteer contribution figures
for existing events and institutions in one place to use toward an annual
report card.

X

X

1.4 Create an awareness campaign to document and share the importance of
culture on a personal level to individuals in the community, on an economic
level, environmental, and social level.

X

X

1.5 Join the Creative City Network (national) and Municipal Planning Partnership
(provincial) in order to access best practices and exchange experiences with
other communities.

X

1.6 Participate in national Culture Days event.

X

1.7 Participate in Kenora District cultural mapping initiative and ensure linkages
are made to the Cultural Plan.

X

1.8 Include Cultural Achievement and Contribution categories in Civic Awards.
Determine categories in consultation with cultural sector.

X

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora & Community
Timeframe: Years 1-5. Building awareness and leadership is a first priority as planning commences on other
streams and priorities of the Cultural Plan for Kenora. Promotion continues as plan advances.
Potential Cost: Nominal cost for awareness campaign; cost of association memberships; cost for coordination
of Culture Days (in kind).
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Strategy #2: Integrating Culture into Planning
What’s Happening Now:
Integrated cultural planning is about incorporating culture across a range of municipal decision-making
processes. There are many instances where integrated planning is already happening in the City of Kenora.
There is a need, however, to document the partnerships that are occurring and to create policies to ensure
consistency. There is also an opportunity to increase the level of integration by facilitating more forums to
share ideas and information between Municipal staff in different departments.

Vision: Culture is a consideration in municipal decision-making and is incorporated in the everyday
practices of the City of Kenora.
Municipal Community
Task
Task

ACTION STEPS
2.1 Incorporate Cultural Policy and core principles into forthcoming Corporate
Strategic Plan and future Official Plans. Develop a checklist to use in
consideration of municipal decisions that could affect cultural vibrancy.

X

2.2 Conduct training sessions for municipal staff on goals of the Municipal
Cultural Plan and departmental implications.

X

2.3 Document and share current best practices in community partnerships and
integration of culture that are taking place across City departments through
inclusion in annual report card.

X

2.4 Explore Planning Act (Section 37) tools that could be applied to better link
culture to development (e.g. 1% for public art fund; exchange increased
density for provision of cultural space in new developments, favour
development proposals that enhance the public sphere).

X

2.5 Explore opportunities to incorporate local artists’ work into developments,
public works (e.g. public art).

X

2.6 Create a murals policy to describe approach to commissioning and
preserving existing and future murals.

X

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: Staff time; potential incentives.
Some examples of ways that culture is currently integrated into City projects:
Parks:
• Trails interpretation and
stewardship partnership
with local schools (e.g.
woodworking class built
interpretation panels)
• Cemetery Tours and Ice
Candles event
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Planning:
• Townscape murals as
public art
• Heritage Committee
and Museum staff
review development
applications before they
are approved
• New gateway signage by
local artists/contractors

Tourism:
• Winter Carnival, with
video of carnival history
on event website
• Hiring professional
photographer for events

Recreation:
• Skate park inauguration:
Concrete Chaos event
paid tribute to the
artistic aspect of skating
subculture
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Strategy #3: Improving Communication and Promotion
What’s Happening Now:
The City of Kenora is in the process of revamping its website; once live, the user experience should be
vastly improved. Tourism Kenora and local organizations are making use of social media marketing tools
in promoting their events and activities, but more could be happening to ensure the message is getting out
beyond traditional media outlets.
The Kenora Public Library, the Recreation Centre and the Tourism Office each report that they operate as
‘community hubs’ in that locals, seasonal residents, and tourists alike come to them for information about
‘what’s on’. A more systematic approach to disseminating information on events and activities could be
occurring.

Vision: Kenora has a central online hub for information about ‘what’s on’ in the community and a network
of physical points to access information about activities and events.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

3.1 Form a working group to assess the needs to be addressed by an online
information hub and to recommend the most appropriate form of
development (e.g. cultural listserv, blog, wiki, dedicated website, section of
City site, or combination.).

X

X

3.2 Expand assistance in promotion of non-City events (e.g. through recreation,
culture or tourism guides, etc.). Consider ways of incorporating an events
calendar into the redesign of the City of Kenora website, taking into account
Working Group findings and those of the regional cultural mapping project
to begin shortly (as appropriate).

X

X

3.3 Aim to increase the usage of social media outlets in promotion of local
activities and events. Publicize social media workshops by or for local
community organizations.

X

X

3.4 Explore potential of shared advertising in local and out-of-town media
outlets.

X

X

3.5 Look at establishing a network of bulletin boards or other postering
mechanism at set points throughout the city.

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora, Kenora Public Library & Community
Timeframe: Years 1-2
Potential Cost: Cost of developing hub (if applicable), staff time to explore opportunities and cost of potential
incorporation of an events calendar on City website.
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Strategy #4: Increasing Coordination, Support and Partnerships with Community Organizations
What’s Happening Now:
Community organizations and volunteer-run committees provide Kenora residents with a wealth of
opportunities to participate in their city and develop their personal abilities and enjoyment, as do local
businesses.
There are many ways to show support and appreciation for what the sector brings to the community. Often,
support is available (e.g. grant-writing assistance, free or low cost meeting space, support in navigating the
requirements for holding an event on public property), but more could be done to ensure all are aware of
these opportunities.
While there are several recently created groups which serve as a network for the cultural community
(e.g. LOWAC, LOWCA), the cultural sector does not currently speak with a single ‘voice’ that is given
recognition by the municipality.

Vision: Community organizations are supported, recognized for their efforts, and given the tools to access
available City resources and navigate required processes (e.g. permits). Various groups within the cultural
sector work collaboratively to achieve common goals.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

4.1 Discuss role of a ‘cultural network’ linking various organizations –
determine appropriate model for liaison with the City on moving forward
with cultural plan recommendations. Work with community partners
including LOWAC, LOWCA, Historical Society to create a means of
discussion with other cultural partners to work against silos.

X

4.2 Establish a cultural liaison function in City administration to assist the
cultural sector and serve as dedicated staff support for implementing the
cultural plan. Ensure a welcoming environment for activity and event
coordinators to approach City government with ideas.

X

4.3 Publicize opportunities to access City expertise and resources.
Encourage mentorship opportunities among community leaders.

X

4.4 Establish an annual event to thank volunteers in the community and
assist with recruitment.

X

4.5 Foster engagement of seasonal residents in cultural development.

X

Lead: City of Kenora & Community
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: Cost of hosting annual event; salary costs or staff time for cultural liaison function.
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Strategy #5: Addressing Cultural Facility and Gathering Space Needs
What’s Happening Now:
Creating a dedicated space for performance has been a community priority for over a decade, with at least
two studies prepared over this period describing options for development. More recently, the Lake of the
Woods Centre for the Arts corporation was formed to advance the project toward completion. There is also
a separate project led by the Lake of the Woods Development Commission currently looking at the business
case for an education/training facility with a cultural component.
Spaces to gather ‘en masse’ as a community are a frequently cited need. There is a need to come to terms
with the facility needs expressed by the community.
While many are satisfied with the level of preservation of historic and heritage buildings that is occurring, it
is important to keep this as a priority.

Vision: A dedicated space for performance and gathering, and stewardship for Kenora’s heritage buildings.
A comprehensive view of cultural spaces which includes a network of small and large indoor and outdoor
spaces for events and activities.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

5.1 Complete assessment of opportunities for centre for the arts to be colocated with education and training facility. Depending on outcome,
determine whether additional planning is required for stand-alone arts
centre meeting expressed needs.

X

X

5.2 Conduct a review of available/surplus spaces/disused spaces of interest (e.g.
schools, heritage properties). Consider potential for creating a ‘network’ of
smaller meeting spaces for cultural and other activities and gatherings.

X

X

5.3 Maintain inventory of spaces (indoor and outdoor) suitable for cultural
activity use. Create a master list of available (ready to rent) spaces in the
community with key details (e.g. capacity, amenities, cost). Coordinate with
cultural mapping project to begin shortly and publicize based on findings of
Community Information Hub working group.

X

5.4 Continue to support the preservation of heritage properties and cultural
landscapes.

X

5.5 Explore opportunities to diversify farmers’ market and artisan market
presence.

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: Cost of preliminary planning, capital, and/or operating dollars toward redevelopment and
development of existing and new facilities (not quantified at this stage), in kind services, staff time.
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Strategy #6: Maintaining and Developing Aboriginal Partnerships
What’s Happening Now:
Community leaders report a marked improvement in relationships in recent years. Courses are available to
learn about aboriginal culture and traditions, and there are good links made to aboriginal culture in local
schools.

Vision: Strong relationships, working together, showcasing aboriginal culture.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

6.1 Work with aboriginal community to enhance and to explore new ways to
showcase aboriginal culture to the wider community through festivals and
events, workshops, learning circles, etc.

X

X

6.2 Promote neighbouring events (e.g. pow wows, feasts) to locals, seasonal
residents and visitors.

X

X

6.3 Document existing forms of collaboration and support best practices
(e.g. elders working in schools, integration of aboriginal culture in school
curriculum).

X

X

6.4 Continue to work collaboratively toward finding an appropriate use for
Tunnel Island.

X

X

Lead: Community, City of Kenora, local Friendship Centres and aboriginal organizations.
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: In kind.
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Strategy #7: Expanding Lifelong Learning and Professional Development Opportunities
What’s Happening Now:
For those interested in acquiring and practicing artistic skills, there are several opportunities, but these are
precarious (largely based on who happens to be available when), and sometimes limited to the most popular
pursuits (e.g. more piano lessons, fewer drum kit lessons).
In addition, the limited number of teachers means that it can at times be difficult to advance a skill level or
gain exposure to different approaches.
Artists seeking professional development opportunities often don’t find them.
There appears to be a strong level of interest in workshop-type activities that would highlight local expertise,
as well as draw expertise from outside the community.

Vision: A forum for the sharing of talents and expertise and for learning.
ACTION STEPS
7.1 Explore opportunities to offer entry-level arts programming (e.g. dance
classes, children’s art classes, adult and senior programs) at the Recreation
Centre and other Municipally owned facilities through a community
development/partnership model similar to that used to provide other
recreational programming.

Municipal
Task

Community
Task

X

7.2 Initiate a discussion with school board partners regarding the state of arts
education in local schools and ways to collaborate to improve opportunities
for young people to gain exposure and skills in arts and culture.

X

7.3 Work with partners to provide or publicize professional development
opportunities in the business of culture (e.g. corporate sponsorship,
entrepreneurship).

X

X

7.4 Diversify opportunities for learning and development of artistic skills (e.g.
dance, music, visual arts workshops).

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora & Community
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: In kind.
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Strategy #8: Fostering and Attracting Cultural Industries
What’s Happening Now:
In the wake of the loss of over 600 jobs with the closure of the mill, there is a great deal of concern around
securing sustainable jobs in Kenora and stemming the tide of population decline. There is a need to
increase job opportunities in Kenora and the cultural sector is no different in needing to be fostered.
Kenora has studios and retailers, two production studios exist, and there are several architectural and
graphic design studios. There is potential to attract additional telecommuters and home based industries.

Vision: Kenora is a valued place to invest, work and do business.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

8.1 Research best practices in attraction of cultural industries to remote areas.

X

8.2 Host a conversation with existing and prospective cultural industry
businesses in Kenora and outside Kenora. Explore incentives which would
have traction.

X

8.3 Continue to foster youth entrepreneurship in cultural pursuits (e.g. Canadian
Youth Business Foundation Loan Program; Government of Ontario’s Summer
Company Program).

X

8.4 Build on the Artpreneur Conference to offer opportunities to build
entrepreneurship skill sets specific to artists and other cultural sector
workers.

X

X

Lead: City of Kenora
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: Nominal funds to host meetings; in future there may be incentives or awareness campaigns
associated with this Strategy.
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Strategy #9: Building Cultural and Environmental Tourism
What’s Happening Now:
Kenora and the Lake of the Woods area is a playground for Winnipeggers, U.S. residents, and others,
and has been so for many decades. Kenora is a service centre for the seasonal population as well as other
visitors.
Natural heritage is one of Kenora’s key assets, and there are several growing festivals and events, the farmers’
market and other anchor attractions like the Museum and Library. Kenora has also recently added key
infrastructure for the larger scale events and a centre to welcome visitors (Harbourfront Tent, Discovery
Centre).
The existing policy context (Economic Development Plan, Tourism Plan) in Kenora supports product
development, an all season approach and development of special events.

Vision: There are opportunities to celebrate and things to do and see in Kenora all through the year.
Opportunities are well-promoted. There is a good understanding of the tourist market and of the seasonal
resident market.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

9.1 Develop calendar of annual events and publicize widely in Winnipeg market
and locally well in advance. Expand vision and promotion to a four seasons
approach; embrace winter activities. Create a Summer in Kenora Guide and
a Winter in Kenora Guide, incorporate both natural and cultural attractions
in guide. Publicize both city-run and community organized events which
might be aimed at tourists. Coordinate promotion efforts with Online
Information hub as appropriate.

X

9.2 Work with partners in Winnipeg to help publicize Kenora (e.g. Winnipeg
Airport, Winnipeg Tourism).

X

9.2 Obtain better and more localized data on tourist and seasonal resident
profile and understanding of wants and needs.

X

9.4 Ensure natural attractions are protected and viewed as part of the cultural
offering of Kenora.

X

9.5 Identify and grow festivals and special events with potential to attract
tourism.

X

9.6 Pursue the following as thematic anchors for Kenora:
• First Nations Culture
• East meets West – raucous history
• Natural beauty & outdoor activities
• Gatherings & showcases

X

9.7 Implement Beaches, Parks & Trails landscaping recommendations.

X

Lead: City of Kenora, Lake of the Woods Development Commission
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: Staff time.
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Strategy #10: Investing in Cultural Development
What’s Happening Now:
Culture is relatively well-resourced when it comes to the key institutions in the community (Library,
Museum) as well as Municipally-run special events and Parks operations. There are also two sources of
funding that can be accessed by cultural community organizations through the Lake of the Woods Business
Incentive Corp. (LOWBIC)’s Local Initiatives Fund and the Kenora and Lake of the Woods Community
Foundation (These pools of funding are not dedicated to cultural endeavours but in practice often support
them).
Some of the directions proposed in the municipal cultural plan will require investment on the part of the
Municipality, either directly or through leveraging funding provided by other government and private
sector partners.

Vision: A well-resourced sector, well aware of available funding opportunities; consistent funding for
community cultural priorities, including capital, operating and project-based. A clear process for allocating
funding to outside groups.
ACTION STEPS

Municipal Community
Task
Task

10.1 Ensure cultural organizations and activities have access to community
granting programs offered by the City.

X

10.2 Assign cultural development duties to a staff person, skilled in culture,
facilitation, and planning (job description could include other duties).

X

10.3 Explore applicability and desirability of applying for Cultural Capitals of
Canada program.

X

10.4 Collaborate with community to access funding from various levels of
government.

X

Lead: City of Kenora, Lake of the Woods Development Commission
Timeframe: Years 1-5
Potential Cost: City funds, potential to leverage funds from senior levels of governments.
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Structure of Implementation Committee
The existing Project Steering Committee will lead the development of the Municipal Cultural Plan
Committee, which will have representation from City departments and the community cultural sector.
The diagram below outlines the key participants in the Implemention Committee:

MUNICIPAL CULTURAL
PLAN COMMITTEE

CITY OF KENORA
- Museum
- Library
- Recreation
- Parks
- Heritage Kenora
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- IT
- Planning
- Economic Development
- Tourism
- Communications

CULTURAL
COMMUNITY
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Implementation Plan
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 20162021
Strategy #1: Raising the Profile of Culture
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Adopt Kenora’s Municipal Cultural Plan and guiding
principles.
Form a Municipal Cultural Plan Committee
comprised of Staff and community representatives in
order to oversee implementation of this Plan.
Collect current attendance, membership and
volunteer contribution figures for existing events
and institutions in one place to use toward an annual
report card.
Create an awareness campaign to document and
share the importance of culture on a personal level to
individuals in the community, on an economic level,
environmental, and social level.
Join the Creative City Network (national) and
Municipal Planning Partnership (provincial) in order
to access best practices and exchange experiences with
other communities.
Participate in national Culture Days event.

1.7

Participate in Kenora District cultural mapping
initiative and ensure linkages are made to the Cultural
Plan.
1.8 Include Cultural Achievement and Contribution
categories in Civic Awards. Determine categories in
consultation with cultural sector.
Strategy #2: Integrating Culture into Planning
2.1

2.2

Incorporate Cultural Policy and core principles
into forthcoming Corporate Strategic Plan and
future Official Plans. Develop a checklist to use in
consideration of municipal decisions that could affect
cultural vibrancy.
Conduct training sessions for municipal staff on goals
of the Municipal Cultural Plan and departmental
implications.
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2.3

Document and share current best practices in
community partnerships and integration of culture
that are taking place across City departments through
inclusion in annual report card.
2.4 Explore Planning Act (Section 37) tools that could
be applied to better link culture to development (e.g.
1% for public art fund; exchange increased density
for provision of cultural space in new developments,
favour development proposals that enhance the public
sphere).
2.5 Explore opportunities to incorporate local artists’ work
into developments, public works (e.g. public art)
2.6 Create a murals policy to describe approach to
commissioning and preserving existing and future
murals
Strategy #3: Improving Communication and Promotion
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4
3.5

Form a working group to assess the needs to
be addressed by an online information hub and
to recommend the most appropriate form of
development (e.g. cultural listserv, blog, wiki,
dedicated website, section of City website, or
combination.).
Expand assistance in promotion of non-City events
(e.g. through recreation, culture or tourism guides,
etc.). Consider ways of incorporating an events
calendar into the redesign of the City of Kenora
website, taking into account Working Group findings
and those of the regional cultural mapping project to
begin shortly (as appropriate).
Aim to increase the usage of social media outlets in
promotion of local activities and events. Publicize
social media workshops by or for local community
organizations.
Explore potential of shared advertising in local and
out-of-town media outlets.
Look at establishing a network of bulletin boards or
other postering mechanism at set points throughout
the city.
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Strategy #4: Increasing Coordination, Support and Partnerships with Community Organizations
4.1

Discuss role of a ‘cultural network’ linking various
organizations – determine appropriate model for
liaison with the City on moving forward with cultural
plan recommendations. Work with community
partners including LOWAC, LOWCA, Historical
Society to create a means of discussion with other
cultural partners to work against silos.
4.2 Establish a cultural liaison function in City
administration to assist the cultural sector and serve as
dedicated staff support for implementing the cultural
plan. Ensure a welcoming environment for activity
and event coordinators to approach City government
with ideas.
4.3 Publicize opportunities to access City expertise and
resources. Encourage mentorship opportunities
among community leaders.
4.4 Establish an annual event to thank volunteers in the
community and assist with recruitment.
4.5 Foster engagement of seasonal residents in cultural
development.
Strategy #5: Addressing Cultural Facility and Gathering Space Needs
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4
5.5

Complete assessment of opportunities for centre for
the arts to be co-located with education and training
facility. Depending on outcome, determine whether
additional planning is required for stand-alone arts
centre meeting expressed needs.
Conduct a review of available/surplus spaces/disused
spaces of interest (e.g. schools, heritage properties).
Consider potential for creating a ‘network’ of smaller
meeting spaces for cultural and other activities and
gatherings.
Maintain inventory of spaces (indoor and outdoor)
suitable for cultural activity use. Create a master list
of available (ready to rent) spaces in the community
with key details (e.g. capacity, amenities, cost).
Coordinate with cultural mapping project to begin
shortly and publicize based on findings of Community
Information Hub working group.
Continue to support the preservation of heritage
properties and cultural landscapes.
Explore opportunities to diversify farmers’ market and
artisan market presence.
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Strategy #6: Maintaining and Developing Aboriginal Partnerships
6.1

Work with aboriginal communities to enhance and
to explore new ways to showcase aboriginal culture
to the wider community through festivals and events,
workshops, learning circles, etc.
6.2 Promote neighbouring events (e.g. pow wows, feasts)
to locals, seasonal residents and visitors.
6.3 Document existing forms of collaboration and
support best practices (e.g. elders working in schools,
integration of aboriginal culture in school curriculum)
6.4 Continue to work collaboratively toward finding an
appropriate use for Tunnel Island
Strategy #7: Expanding Lifelong Learning and Professional Development Opportunities
7.1

Explore opportunities to offer entry-level arts
programming (e.g. dance classes, children’s art classes,
adult and senior programs) at the Recreation Centre
and other Municipally owned facilities in addition
through a community development/partnership model
similar to that used to provide other recreational
programming.
7.2 Initiate a discussion with school board partners
regarding the state of arts education in local schools
and ways to collaborate to improve opportunities for
young people to gain exposure and skills in arts and
culture.
7.3 Work with partners to provide or publicize
professional development opportunities in the
business of culture (e.g. corporate sponsorship,
entrepreneurship).
7.4 Diversify opportunities for learning and development
of artistic skills (e.g. dance, music, visual arts
workshops).
Strategy #8: Fostering and Attracting Cultural Industries
8.1
8.2

8.3

Research best practices in attraction of cultural
industries to remote areas.
Host a conversation with existing and prospective
cultural industry businesses in Kenora and outside
Kenora. Explore incentives which would have
traction.
Continue to foster youth entrepreneurship in cultural
pursuits (e.g. Canadian Youth Business Foundation
Loan Program; Government of Ontario’s Summer
Company Program).
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8.4

Build on the Artpreneur Conference to offer
opportunities to build entrepreneurship skill sets
specific to artists and other cultural sector workers.
Strategy #9: Building Cultural and Environmental Tourism
9.1

Develop calendar of annual events and publicize
widely in Winnipeg market and locally well in
advance. Expand vision and promotion to a four
seasons approach; embrace winter activities. Create
a Summer in Kenora Guide and a Winter in
Kenora Guide, incorporate both natural and cultural
attractions in guide. Publicize both city-run and
community organized events which might be aimed
at tourists. Coordinate promotion efforts with Online
Information hub as appropriate.
9.2 Work with partners in Winnipeg to help publicize
Kenora (e.g. Winnipeg Airport, Winnipeg Tourism).
9.3 Obtain better and more localized data on tourist and
seasonal resident profile and understanding of wants
and needs.
9.4 Ensure natural attractions are protected and viewed as
part of the cultural offering of Kenora.
9.5 Identify and grow festivals and special events with
potential to attract tourism.
9.6 Pursue the following as thematic anchors for
Kenora:First Nations Culture, East Meets WestRaucous history, Natural beauty and outdoor activities,
Gatherings and showcases
9.7 Implement Beaches, Parks & Trails landscaping
recommendations.
Strategy #10: Investing in Cultural Development
10.1 Ensure cultural organizations and activities have
access to community granting programs offered by the
City.
10.2 Assign cultural development duties to a staff person,
skilled in culture, facilitation, and planning (job
description could include other duties)
10.3 Explore applicability and desirability of applying for
Cultural Capitals of Canada program.
10.4 Collaborate with community to access funding from
various levels of government
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Monitoring and Evaluation Tools
Just as important as setting in motion a strong plan is creating a
means to track and ensure progress going forward.
The Municipal Cultural Plan Committee should be responsible for
tracking progress and reporting to Council on an annual basis.

CULTURE IN KENORA:
A FEW FIGURES

Recommended Approach

Average number of annual
visitors to the Lake of the Woods
Museum: 12,000

• Develop indicators in concert with other information collection
exercises and begin to track
• Worksheet/checklist on progress of the plan action items
• Produce an annual report card on the two items above
• Convene a bi-annual state of culture summit to discuss progress
with the community
• Ensure plan is open to change and additions

Number of Kenora Public Library
cardholders as of February 2011:
12,224

Potential Indicators to Track

Number of Carnival buttons sold
at Kenora’s 2011 Winter Carnival:
8,000+

The specific indicators to track will depend on resources available
to conduct the surveys needed to establish benchmarks on a regular
basis.

Number of volunteers at a typical
Ice Candles Festival: 50-75

Indicators which would be useful to track include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual visitation to local cultural facilities and sites
Attendance at performances and exhibits of all kinds
Number and strength of arts organizations
Number of volunteers/volunteer hours dedicated to arts and
cultural organizations and events
Expenditure on culture (as percentage of household expenditure)
Number/diversity of programs offered
Number/diversity of events held
Number/diversity of community partnerships
Job creation/employment in the cultural sector and related
industries
Heritage building protection
Community attitudes toward culture/greater awareness, support
of culture/change in perception
Specific indicators or milestones reached (e.g. building a cultural
centre)
Municipal expenditure on culture
Broad demographic trends (population growth, attraction of
young families)
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Number of days after going on
sale that tickets to the Beach
Boys were sold out: 2
Number of practicing artists,
bands, authors in Kenora:
Dozens
Impact of culture on Kenora:
Priceless
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•
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•
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•
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•
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